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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Problem: Few Oregonians Have Shared in the
Benefits of Economic Growth
In early 2008, Oregon saw the end of an economic cycle that lasted a little over
seven years.
•

Oregon’s economy grew at an annual rate of 4 percent, outperforming the 2.5
percent annual growth rate nationally.

•

No state saw its real economic output per worker increase more quickly
than Oregon.

Oregonians were more productive and made the economy grow, so you’d expect
typical working families to have prospered — but they did not.
•

In 2007, the typical Oregon household made $48,730, about the same as in
2000 after adjusting for inflation.

•

Oregon made no progress in reducing poverty.

•

In 2006-07, 17.3 percent of Oregonians — 649,000 individuals — lacked
health insurance, up from 12.7 percent at the start of the decade.

•

Oregon produced nearly twice as many bankruptcy filings as college degrees
from its public universities.

Why did most Oregon families see no gains during the recently concluded period
of economic growth? The answer is that the prosperity created by Oregon workers
was enjoyed primarily by corporations and a relative few individuals at the top of
the income scale.
•

Estimated corporate profits in Oregon more than doubled, from $8.9 billion in
2000 to $21.3 billion in 2007.

•

In 2007, the average pay of the 40 highest-paid CEOs of public companies
headquartered in Oregon shot up 22 percent, to $2.1 million.

•

Over the full seven years of the economic cycle, the 1,500 richest Oregon
households were on track to reap about $28 billion in total income.

•

If prosperity had been more broadly shared, with the percentage of income
going to the top 1 percent staying the same as it was in 2002, the bottom
99 percent would have had an extra $4 billion in 2006, or more than $2,300
per household.
v

Executive Summary

The cycle of economic growth ended in early 2008. Now, as a recession engulfs the
state, the economic picture looks even more difficult for Oregon workers.

Strategy 1: Strengthen the Public Sector’s Role in
Promoting Shared Prosperity
A successful strategy for shared prosperity begins with a healthy public sector. The
public sector is a vital, yet often overlooked, player in our economy.
The economic benefits of sustaining public spending during a recession outweigh
the potential economic harm to the state from a well-targeted tax increase.

P

If dipping into the state’s two reserve funds and some internal belt-tightening
do not resolve the revenue crisis brought on by the recession, Oregon
should turn to a tax increase targeted to profitable corporations and wealthy
individuals, who can afford it most easily.

If the last period of economic growth was any indication, jobs generated by public
investment may be needed even after the economy recovers.

P

Oregon should use public sector spending to help tighten the job market.

Strategic investments in reducing child poverty and improving the state’s
infrastructure will build a solid foundation for future shared prosperity.

P

Oregon should set an ambitious child poverty reduction goal, provide the
resources necessary to achieve it and institute a process for holding state
agencies accountable.

P

Oregon should make the infrastructure investments that will undergird a strong
future economy.

Wielding the power of the public purse, governments can require companies with
which they conduct business to provide good wages and benefits and to respect
union organizing efforts.

P

Oregon should adopt neutrality legislation to help restore workers’ bargaining
power with private sector employers reliant upon public dollars.

P

Oregon should enact a living wage law that applies to both state service
contracts and economic development subsidies.

P

Local governments in Oregon should follow the examples of other cities and
counties in the U.S. and adopt labor peace ordinances.

Strategy 2: Improve the Structures That Provide
Economic Security
Today’s working families face greater economic risks than those of an earlier
generation. Economic insecurity has increased not only because working families
have been excluded from the benefits of the prosperity they have helped create but

vi
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also because the public systems that ought to help them when the market fails are
either degraded or outdated.
The U.S. system of health care relies heavily on employers providing health
insurance to their workers. This system is not working for most low-wage workers.

P

Oregon needs a new system of health care that is universal, comprehensive
and affordable.

Because the unemployment insurance system has not kept up with changes in the
workplace, many workers do not have coverage when they lose their job.

P

Oregon can take several concrete steps to improve its unemployment insurance
system. At the top of the list are allowing workers to count more of their recent
work experience to qualify for benefits and allowing part-time workers to look
for part-time work.

The workplace has not caught up with changing family dynamics. While some
private companies provide paid leave for employees who get sick or need to care
for a new child or a sick family member, companies are not required to do so, and
no public program provides for workers who must take time off.

P

Oregon should enact family leave insurance legislation.

P

Oregon should enact paid sick leave rules.

The U.S. retirement system is commonly characterized as a three-legged stool
held up by Social Security, employer pensions and worker savings. Common
misperceptions notwithstanding, Social Security is the solid leg. Pensions and
individual savings, by contrast, are shaky.

P

Oregon can take an important step in ensuring the secure retirement of
Oregonians by establishing a system of universal voluntary retirement accounts.

Strategy 3: Build a Fairer, Stronger Tax System
The final strategy for building an economy that works for working families requires
reforming the tax system. Successful reform would ensure Oregon has adequate
revenues to support the public structures that provide opportunities for all
Oregonians.
Oregon’s current tax system asks more of middle- and low-income households than
it asks of the wealthy. There are a number of ways to improve the tax system so
that it is based on ability to pay. Oregon should:

P

Increase the state Earned Income Tax Credit to 18 percent of the federal
tax credit.

P

Reform its home mortgage interest deduction to better target it at those who
need it most.

P

Add a new top income tax bracket for households with very high incomes.
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P

Eliminate the subtraction of federal income taxes as part of a restructuring of its
income tax system to add fairness and garner revenues for critical priorities.

Corporations are paying less than half of the income taxes they paid 30 years ago,
as a share of the economy. Oregon should:

P

Reform its corporate income tax system to raise roughly $750 million a
biennium in additional revenues, instead of settling for a modest increase in the
$10 minimum tax.

P

Require large corporations to report tax-related information to the public.

P

Produce a unified development budget report as part of the biennial budget
development process.

P

Require online disclosure of company-specific subsidy deals and mandate
clawback provisions on all subsidy agreements.

In spite of its existing reserve system, Oregon does a poor job of stockpiling savings
during good economic times to help ease the pain of bad times.

P

viii

Oregon should accept the Task Force on Comprehensive Revenue
Restructuring’s draft recommendations for increasing the size of and adjusting
the funding mechanism for the Oregon Rainy Day Fund, so that the state is
better prepared for future recessions.

INTRODUCTION
A great task awaits Oregonians, that of building an Oregon that once again works for
working families.
Working families in Oregon, as in the rest of the nation, faced a tough economic
environment even before the onset of the current recession. Prior to the downturn,
Oregon experienced a seven-year stretch in which its economy and productivity grew
faster than that of the nation as a whole. And yet Oregon working families emerged
from that seemingly favorable period with stagnant or shrunken wages and less
health care coverage. The percentage of families stuck in poverty despite their work
effort remained unchanged.
How did it come to pass that the economy grew but most working families gained
nothing or fell behind? The answer is simply that the rules of the economy have not
been guided by a goal of shared prosperity and opportunity for all. The economic
benefits mostly flowed upward, swelling the incomes of those at the very top. Toward
the end of the economic expansion, income inequality had reached record levels.
Now, with a recession battering the state and the nation, the economic condition of
working families has become more precarious.
History shows, however, that in tough economic times we can summon the will to
accomplish great things. Seven decades ago, a generation of Americans rose up from
the depths of the Great Depression and together built a strong nation and economy.
This achievement rested on a foundation of broadly shared prosperity and opportunity
for all. The benefits of economic growth flowed to typical working families.
It is time for Oregonians to learn from history and build a new foundation. Action
now can help alleviate some of the pain of the current downturn. But more
importantly, our work today will help usher in a new era of broadly shared prosperity
and opportunity.
In this report, we outline strategies for building an Oregon that works for working
families. The specific recommendations fall under three broad categories: policies that
strengthen the public sector’s role in promoting shared prosperity, policies that secure
the incomes of working families and reforms to the tax system that make it fairer for
working families and generate revenue for public systems that create opportunity.
This report is not a comprehensive plan for achieving an economy of shared
prosperity, but it presents a broad policy framework and a range of specific proposals
that point the way forward.
So let’s roll up our sleeves and begin building an Oregon that works for working families.

1

THE PROBLEM: FEW OREGONIANS HAVE SHARED IN THE 		
					BENEFITS OF ECONOMIC GROWTH
To build a better future, it is important to recognize the lessons of the past.
In Oregon, as in the rest of the country, most workers have not shared in the
benefits of the economic growth they have helped generate. Productivity has soared
this decade and the economy has expanded, but the majority of workers have seen
stagnant or falling wages. The benefits mainly have flowed upward, swelling the
incomes of corporate executives and others at the very top. As a result, inequality
has reached record levels.
Now, as a recession engulfs the state, the economic picture looks even more
difficult for Oregon workers.

Oregon’s economy grew faster than the nation’s
In early 2008, Oregon saw the end of an economic cycle. Economic cycles are
measured from the peak of one expansionary period to the peak of the next. Job
growth peaked in Oregon in November 2000 before the onset of a recession. It
peaked again in February 2008, marking the end of the cycle. Hence, the recent
economic cycle lasted a little over seven years.
Economic cycles
are measured from
the peak of one
expansionary period
to the peak of the
next. The most
recent economic
cycle lasted a little
over seven years.
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The state’s relatively strong economic performance is explained in part by Oregon
Source: OCPP presentation of Oregon Employment Dept. data.
workers’ increased productivity during the most recent cycle. From 2000 to 2007,
no state saw its real economic output per worker increase more quickly than
Oregon. In 2000, the average Oregon worker produced about $53,000 in goods
and services. Worker output increased to about $62,000 by 2007, after adjusting
for inflation. That translates to a 16 percent productivity growth rate, double the 8
percent growth rate nationally over the same period.
In 2000, the average
Oregon worker
produced about
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and services. Worker
output increased to
about $62,000 by 2007.

Oregon’s economic output per worker rose faster than
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Another reason why Oregon’s economy performed relatively well is because the
state is an attractive place to live. During the most recent economic cycle, from
2000 to 2007, about 200,000 people moved to Oregon, accounting for about
two-thirds of the overall population growth.2 Oregon ranked 13th among states for
total population growth over those years.3
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The recently concluded period of economic growth was exceptionally bad for the
typical American working family. In every period of expansion dating back to the
mid-1940s,
the economic position of families improved from one economic cycle
Source: OCPP presentation of Oregon Employment Dept. data.
to the next — except this time. At the end of the most recent economic cycle, the
typical household’s income was lower than it had been at the beginning.4
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Oregon families’ experience was similar. Last year, the typical Oregon household
made $48,730, about the same as in 2000 after adjusting for inflation.5 This
stagnation occurred because it took so long for incomes to recover from the
recession earlier this decade. As late as 2005, Oregon median household income
was still down by about $2,000 compared to pre-recession levels. Incomes started
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The rate of poverty among full-time working families in Oregon remained higher
than it was three decades ago. In 1979-81, about one in 37 full-time working
families with children in Oregon were poor. In 2006-07, the share in poverty was one
in 20.9

The share of Oregon’s full-time working families with children who were
poor did not improve this decade and remains higher than in 1979-81
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Oregon’s failure to reduce the poverty rate over the course of the recent expansion
is troubling, especially because the official poverty line is out of date. It undercounts
the number of people struggling with inadequate incomes. The official poverty line
is based on a formula developed more than 40 years ago. Under that definition,
families are poor when their income is less than three times the cost of a modest
basket of inexpensive, nutritionally adequate food. But in today’s reality, that
threshold is not high enough, because families now have to spend more on housing,
child care, transportation and health care than they did 40 years ago when the
poverty guidelines were developed.
If the poverty rate were updated to reflect today’s basic needs — so that it reflected
“real” poverty — more Americans and Oregonians would be deemed poor. An
alternative formula developed by the National Academy of Sciences that corrects the
major problems with the current definition of poverty would have added five million
people to the nation’s poverty rolls in 2006.10 If the number of poor in Oregon
increased proportionally, that would have meant another 64,000 Oregonians living
below the poverty line, a 14 percent increase that year.11

Poverty is relative
Even if the federal poverty line were to better reflect today’s family
budget, it would still be inadequate. The poverty line tells us whether
someone is living in absolute poverty — a state of raw material
privation. Of course, it’s important to know how many people
have so little income that they struggle to feed, clothe and shelter
themselves. But focusing on that alone ignores another troubling
form of privation: how many people live with incomes so low relative
to others that it undermines their ability to participate fully in the
nation’s life.
That approach recognizes that poverty is not just absolute but also
relative. The U.S. is weaker if a broad swath of society has income so
low relative to the rest as to set them apart. Even if those relatively
deprived can meet their basic needs, relative poverty creates a nation
within a nation.
Relative poverty has been on the rise in the U.S. for quite some time.
In 1960, a family of four living at the official poverty line earned
about half the median income for a family of four. Today, both
nationally and in Oregon, that family has only about 30 percent of
the median family’s income.12 And as the distance between poor
families and the typical family widens, it pushes aside the nation’s
notion of a common interest and shared destiny.

Health care coverage declined
Despite this decade’s economic growth, health care coverage shrank in Oregon.
In 2006-07, 17.3 percent of Oregonians — 649,000 individuals — lacked health
insurance, up from 12.7 percent at the start of the decade.13 Among Oregon
children, one in nine went without insurance for a year or more in 2006-07. That
amounts to 103,000 kids without coverage.
6
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Working-age
Oregonians are now more likely to lack health insurance. In 2006-07, at
the peak
of
the
economic good times, more than one in five working-age Oregonians
$52,000
(22.4$48,000
percent) went without insurance for a year or more. That’s up from 15.6
percent at the beginning of this decade.
$46,000
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The recession earlier
this decade
the decline
in health coverage. The
downturn caused a sharp decline in state revenue, prompting the legislature in 2003
Source: OCPP analysis of Bureau of Economic Analysis data, using chained 2000 dollars.
to slash
the state’s public health insurance program, the Oregon Health Plan. The
Oregon Health Plan’s “Standard” program, which serves the working poor, saw its
monthly caseload collapse from 98,000 to 18,000 after the cuts. The program closed
to new recipients in July 2004.

State revenue improved as the economy recovered, but that did not result in a return
to health for the Oregon Health Plan.
The share
of Oregon’s
full-time
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with children
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It wasn’t
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that the
Oregonworking
Department
of Human
Services
(DHS)
slightly
poor did
improve
thisPlan’s
decade
and remains
higher
than
in 1979-81
reopened
the not
Oregon
Health
Standard
program.
DHS
chose
the new recipients
through a lottery, with 90,000 people entering their names in hopes of being
selected
for a limited number of spots. With the additions, DHS estimated that the
8%
average total monthly caseload for the program will be about 26,000 in the 2007-09
biennium.14 That’s still about 73,000 Oregonians fewer than were benefiting from
6%
the Oregon
Health Plan Standard program in April 2002, before cuts were made
earlier this decade, and more than 104,000 fewer than at the program’s peak in
August
4% 1995.15
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Another
reason why health coverage declined is that employers cut back coverage
2%
in the face of rising health care costs. In 1997-99, 63.7 percent of Oregon workers
received at least some health insurance coverage from their employer.16 By 2005-07,
0%
the share
had fallen to 56.7 percent. In other words, an additional seven workers per
100 had lost employer coverage. If this rate of decline continues, eight years from
now the majority of Oregon workers will no longer be covered by their employer.
Source: OCPP
analysis of declined,
Current Population
Survey data. who became sick ended up with more
As health
coverage
Oregonians
medical bills they couldn’t pay. In 2007, Oregon hospitals wrote off $223 million more
in consumer medical debt than they did in 2000, an increase of 173 percent. Based
on data from the first six months of 2008, bad medical debt is on track to jump up
another 26 percent in 2008, to an amount that would triple the 2000 figure.17

The amount of bad debt reported by Oregon hospitals has skyrocketed
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While filings declined following the rule changes, they have been rising again
$50,000,000
recently. In 2007, bankruptcy filings in Oregon stood at about half their 2000 level.
$0 the first half of 2007 and the first half of 2008, filings were up
And yet, between
19
25 percent.
AlthoughSource:
Congress
made it more difficult to declare bankruptcy, bankruptcies are
Oregon Association of Hospitals and Health Systems. Note: 2008 is an estimate based on growth in first half of year.
still a good measure of the health of the economy. Over the full seven years of
the economic cycle, 140,006 Oregonians filed for bankruptcy. That’s nearly twice
as many bankruptcy filings as bachelor’s degrees awarded by the seven public
universities in the Oregon University System over the same period.20

Over the full seven
years of the economic
cycle, 140,006
Oregonians filed for
bankruptcy. That’s
nearly twice as many
bankruptcy filings
as bachelor’s degrees
awarded by the seven
public universities
in the Oregon
University System.

Oregon produced more bankruptcy filings than bachelor’s
degrees over the course of the last economic cycle
140,006

79,015

Personal bankruptcy filings

Bachelor’s degrees awarded by
the Oregon University System

Note: Bachelor’s degree figure is an estimate based on Oregon University System reports for 2002,
2004 and 2006 school years.
Source: Oregon University System and American Bankruptcy Institute.

Hunger declined, thanks to food stamps
With incomes flat and health coverage down, the skies were mostly gray for
working families during the last economic cycle. But one bright spot was Oregon’s
progress against hunger and food insecurity. Oregon was the only state in the
This past economic cycle, Oregon lost manufacturing and
country to make progress against hunger during the downturn earlier this decade.
telecommunications jobs but gained restaurant and health care jobs
The share of Oregon households struggling to put food on the table — those
officially considered “food insecure” — declined from 13.7 percent
Changeat
in the beginning
Oregon’spay
rate number
of hunger
— the%most
of the decade to 11.9 percent by 2002-04.21Annualized
of jobs
change
severe form of food insecurity — dropped from 5.8 percent to 3.8 percent during
Topdespite
five job
the period,
a loss
weakindustries
job market.22
Computer and electronic products manufacturing

$108,800

-10,878

-21%

Telecommunications

$62,600

-2,779

-26%

Printing and related support activities

$40,300

-2,173

-24%

Machinery manufacturing

$57,200

-1,991

-14%

23
How didWood
we do
it? The answer lies in Oregon’s $37,800
expansion of food
stamp benefits.
products manufacturing
-5,346
-16%
In December 2000, Oregon increased the income eligibility limit for food stamps
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from 130 percent of poverty to 185 percent of poverty. Families of four with income
between about $23,000 and about $33,000 in 2001 became newly eligible for
food stamps. The eligibility rule change, combined with other strategies to improve
access, boosted the use of food stamps. Four years later the number of Oregonians
benefiting from food stamps had risen 73 percent.24
With many more Oregonians benefiting from participation in the food stamp
program, food insecurity and hunger declined. Food stamps help low-income
families avoid hunger largely by giving them money in the form of electronic
benefit transfer (EBT) cards for food. But they also help in other ways. Families
eligible for food stamps can automatically qualify for other forms of assistance,
including free school lunches for their children and financial assistance with their
phone bills. This additional public assistance strengthens a family’s ability to feed
themselves adequately.
The gains against food insecurity and hunger continued in 2006 and 2007, when
the economy finally started delivering some income gains to working families. The
share of Oregon adults in food insecure homes fell from 15.7 percent in 2005 to
9.4 percent in 2007. Meanwhile, the share of those experiencing hunger declined
from 5.6 percent to 3.2 percent.25
The expansion of the food stamp program, in addition to bringing assistance to kitchen
tables, delivered economic benefits to the state. Oregon’s expanded eligibility pumped
millions of new federal dollars into the Oregon economy. Since the new eligibility rules
went into effect, the amount of federal money coming to Oregon in the form of food
stamp benefits each month is $25 million higher than before the changes, a boon for
vulnerable families and local economies.26
Any satisfaction over Oregon’s gains against hunger should be tempered by the
reality that about one in 11 Oregon adults still lived in a food insecure home in
2007. And that was before the economic downturn that began in early 2008.
Service jobs grew; manufacturing jobs declined
The recently concluded economic cycle continued the long-term transformation of
Oregon’s job base — the shift from manufacturing to service sector jobs. Service
jobs typically pay less and offer fewer benefits than manufacturing jobs.
The biggest job creator in sheer numbers during the period was the restaurant
industry, a low-wage employer. Restaurants added 20,821 jobs, a 20 percent
increase. 27 As of the first quarter of 2008, restaurant jobs on average paid about
$14,400 per year.
Better-paying service sector jobs arose in health care-related industries. The second
and third biggest job creators were the ambulance services industry, which added
14,902 jobs (a 29 percent increase), and the hospital industry, which created 9,454
new jobs (a 22 percent increase). Jobs in these industries paid about $50,200 and
$49,400, respectively, on average.
Not surprisingly, strong job growth also appeared in the housing sector. This
growth encompassed jobs in the construction and specialty trades as well as in the
mortgage industry.
Meanwhile, the biggest job losses occurred in an industry that pays relatively well:
high tech manufacturing. Following the collapse of the high tech stock market
bubble at the start of the decade, the computer and electronics products industry
9
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Note: Bachelor’s degree figure is an estimate based on Oregon University System reports for 2002,
2004 and 2006 school years.
Source: Oregon University System and American Bankruptcy Institute.

shed 10,878 jobs, a 21 percent decline. On average, these jobs paid about $108,800.
Other forms of manufacturing also lost ground. The wood products industry had
16 percent (5,346) fewer jobs by the end of the cycle. The number of jobs in
Oregon manufacturing machines, paper, appliances, fabricated metal and apparel
also declined.
The biggest job creator
in sheer numbers
was the restaurant
industry, a low-wage
employer. Meanwhile,
the biggest job losses
occurred in an industry
that pays relatively
well: high tech
manufacturing.

This past economic cycle, Oregon lost manufacturing and
telecommunications jobs but gained restaurant and health care jobs
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$41,000

8,880

18%

Administrative and support services

$25,900

5,452

7%

Top five job growth industries

Source: OCPP analysis of Employment Dept. data for first quarter 2001 through first quarter 2008.

The wealthiest Oregonians captured the gains
Why did most Oregon families see no gains during the recently concluded period of
economic growth? How could the incomes of ordinary Oregonians stagnate, poverty
fail to improve and heath coverage decline even as the economy flourished and
Oregon workers were more productive?
The answer
is that the
prosperity
created
by Oregon
workers
enjoyed primarily
Corporate
profits
in Oregon
likely
skyrocketed
thiswas
decade
by corporations and a relative few individuals at the top of the income scale. In
Oregon and across the country, income inequality widened this economic cycle, with
$25
millionaires adding to their fortunes while working families struggled and stressed.
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Corporate profits skyrocketed
Economic cycle this
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Corporations enjoyed record profitsdecade
during the recently concluded economic cycle.
Nationally, profits
$10more than doubled, rising from $773 billion in 2000 to $1.9 trillion
in 2007. That’s a growth rate of 144 percent over a period when total wage and
salary disbursements
grew 32 percent.28 Profits won out over workers.
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Corporate profits$0likely skyrocketed in Oregon as well. While no definitive figures
exist on the profitability of Oregon corporations, the methodology employed by the
Oregon Office of Economic Analysis (OEA) when it develops state revenue projections
yields a reasonable
estimate. Using the OEA method, corporate profits in Oregon
Source: OCPP analysis of Bureau of Economic Analysis data, using method employed by Oregon Office of
Economic
Analysis from $8.9 billion in 2000 to $21.3 billion in 2007.29
more than
doubled
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$21.3 billion in 2007.

Corporate profits in Oregon likely skyrocketed this decade

Source: OCPP analysis of Employment Dept. data for first quarter 2001 through first quarter 2008.
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Also riding high were the chief executive officers of corporate America. In 2007, the
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however,
seemed unrelated to performance. Five of the 10 highest-paid
Economic
Analysis
CEOs in the country — who raked in an average of $58 million apiece in 2007 —
headed companies that lost money.31 Three of those 10 individuals (John Thain of
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Only higher-paid Oregon workers saw earnings gains over the
economic expansion
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2007, Mark Donegan
of Precision Castparts,
received over $9
million, a 10 percent
gain over the
previous year.
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Source: Oregon Business Magazine, September 2008.
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The 40 highest-paid Oregon CEOs of public companies saw their pay rise 22
32 Thain took over Merrill
or saved
fromfrom
likely2006
collapse
by government
intervention.
percent
to 2007.
Here are the
top 10.
Lynch in 2007 after the company’s disastrous investments had begun to sink the
company. The previous executive, E. Stanley O’Neal, walked away in the fall of 2007
with $161 million owed to him under his compensation agreement, in addition to
the $70 million total he collected over four years as CEO.33
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The highest-paid fifth of Oregon workers saw their earnings rise 9.5 percent above
inflation over the course of the economic cycle. By the end of the cycle, they were
earning on average $10,225 more in annual terms than they were at the beginning.
The next fifth of workers below them came out ahead, too, gaining $1,314 on
average. The other 60 percent of the workforce saw their earnings lose ground to
inflation over the course of the cycle. Mid-pay workers lost $230 on average, and
the lowest-paid fifth lost $388.
The highest-paid fifth
of Oregon workers
saw their earnings
rise 9.5 percent
above inflation over
the course of the
economic cycle. By
the end of the cycle,
they were earning on
average $10,225 more
than they were at
the beginning.

Only higher-paid Oregon workers saw earnings gains over the
economic expansion
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quarter 2001 to first quarter 2008
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-$230
Mid-pay workers
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Note: Based on figures inflation-adjusted to first quarter 2008 dollars, for workers employed 350 or more hours per quarter.
Source: OCPP analysis of Oregon Employment Dept. data.

Income inequality reached historic levels
While the well off walked away with all the earnings gains, those at the very top of
the income scale catapulted ahead of everyone else. Inequality reached record levels
in the U.S. this decade, with income more concentrated among the very wealthy
than at any time since 1929.36
The extreme
imbalance
seen nationally
also would
emerged
in Oregon.
Here, the
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income
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1 percent — totaled more than $4.3 billion in 2006, the latest year with available
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Source:that
Oregon
Magazine, September
2008.wealthiest 1,500 households — who
data. To put
inBusiness
perspective,
Oregon’s
together would fill less than a third of the seats in Portland’s Rose Garden Arena —
made as much money as 450,000 Oregon households, as many households as live
in 28 of Oregon’s 36 counties, combined.37

Over the full seven years of the economic cycle, the 1,500 richest Oregon
households were on track to reap about $28 billion in total income. That’s nearly
as much as total state General Fund revenues collected between mid-2001 and
mid-2007.38
Only higher-paid Oregon workers saw earnings gains over the
Income inequality
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economic is
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In other words,
2001 to first quarter 2008
the incomes of Oregon’s richest households more than tripled since 1980 after
taking inflation into account. Meanwhile, the income of the typical Oregonian has
stagnated since 1980. The typical Oregon household made around$1,314
$30,000 in
2006, about the same as in 1980 when adjusted for inflation. In 1980, Oregon’s
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Does inequality of incomes really matter? As the rich get richer, does it affect
ordinaryNote:
families?
Based on figures inflation-adjusted to first quarter 2008 dollars, for workers employed 350 or more hours per quarter.
Source: OCPP analysis of Oregon Employment Dept. data.

Yes. Consider that from 2002 to 2006, the share of total adjusted gross income in
Oregon going to the richest 1 percent of households rose sharply, from 13 percent
of all income to nearly 18 percent. If prosperity had been more broadly shared, with
the percentage of income going to the top 1 percent staying the same as it was in
2002, the bottom 99 percent would have had an extra $4 billion in 2006, or more
than $2,300 per household. If inequality were still at 1979 levels, the bottom 99
percent would have each had about $5,200 more on average.
Households in the bottom 99 percent would have more income on
average if inequality were still at earlier levels

$42,728

$45,059

2006 average income,
bottom 99 percent

2006 average income if
still at 2002 inequality
level

$47,954

If inequality were still
at 1979 levels, the
bottom 99 percent
would have each had
about $5,200 more on
average in 2006.

2006 average income if
still at 1979 inequality
level

Note: Income is adjusted gross income as reported on 2006 Oregon tax returns.
Source: OCPP analysis of Oregon Dept. of Revenue Data.
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Rising inequality is no myth
Some dismiss America’s rising inequality as unimportant or illusory.
Their arguments, such as those summarized below, miss the mark.
Myth: “It’s inevitable; the rich always get richer.”
Not true. In the generation after World War II, family income grew
more strongly and was more equitably distributed than today.
From 1947 to 1973, families at the bottom and in the middle of the
income distribution saw their incomes increase at a similar rate as
those of families at the top.39 In other words, the rising tide lifted
all boats. Shared prosperity was supported by public policies and
practices that protected opportunities for ordinary families — for
example, a more progressive federal income tax, more widespread
unionization and strategic public investments such as the GI Bill and
Social Security.
Myth: “It’s opportunity, not inequality, that matters, and
opportunity has improved.”
Not true. Over the last generation, social mobility — the
opportunity to move up the income ladder — has either stagnated
or worsened.40 This has coincided with the sharp rise in inequality.
In the past, young men could expect to earn more than their
fathers. Today that is no longer true. And contrary to myth, the
U.S. has more inequality and less social mobility than many other
developed nations.41
Myth: “The poor are materially better off today than ever
before.”
Not true with regard to items that matter. The argument that
even poor households are materially better off today because they
possess a variety of goods (microwaves, televisions, air conditioners
etc.) not widely available in the past is without merit. 42 The
argument uses false metrics. It ignores how the costs of more
important items such as health care, child care and higher education
— unlike certain consumer items — have increased relative to the
poor’s incomes. It also ignores the rising gap between the goods
and services affordable to ordinary families and those affordable
to the rich. The opportunities available to the poor are more a
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function of their competitive position relative to others than of their
position relative to an arbitrary historical standard of consumption.
Myth: “Immigrants and single moms are to blame for the
income gap.”
False. Some argue that an increase in the number of immigrants
and single parents (particularly women) has caused the increase in
income inequality. Even among native-born Americans, inequality
has increased.43 Although in certain limited markets the impact
may be significant, immigrants generally have a small impact on
the wages of native workers.44 Moreover, studies controlling for
immigration over the last 15 years found no change in the U.S.
poverty rate.45 Finally, the Congressional Budget Office examined
inequality while controlling for family size and found that
inequality still increased markedly.46 There was no evidence that
higher rates of single parenthood caused higher levels of inequality.
Myth: “Technology is to blame.”
Not so. Some argue that technological advances, particularly
computers, have increased the value of skilled workers, pushing up
their wages relative to unskilled workers. Yet technology gains are
not affecting wages any more than in the past.47 To take just one bit
of evidence, since 2000 college educated workers have not seen their
wages improve relative to those with high school educations, unlike
in earlier years.48 Meanwhile, inequality has continued to rise.
Fact: Inequality has increased.
Inequality has risen sharply over the last 30 years and stands at
historically high levels. The principal reason for this is the decline
in the bargaining power of workers. Unions today represent a
smaller share of the workforce, compared to earlier generations.
Globalization — structured primarily to benefit large corporations
— has placed U.S. workers in competition with low-paid workers
in other parts of the world. Public policies that have underfunded
worker supports and handed huge tax breaks to the rich have also
exacerbated the problem.
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2006 average income,
bottom 99 percent

2006 average income if
still at 2002 inequality
level

2006 average income if
still at 1979 inequality
level

The growth period ends: Oregon falls into recession
Following its February 2008 cycle peak, Oregon’s economy began to decline and
Note: Income is adjusted gross income as reported on 2006 Oregon tax returns.
entered
a analysis
recession.
Source: OCPP
of Oregon Dept. of Revenue Data.
Job and housing markets decline
As of October 2008, there were fewer jobs in Oregon than in the same month a
year earlier. The only times that has happened in the last 30 years has been during
recessions. From February to October 2008, Oregon lost 31,000 jobs in seasonally
adjusted terms.49

From February to
October 2008, Oregon
lost 31,000 jobs in
seasonally adjusted
terms.

Oregon has fewer jobs than it did a year ago. That hasn’t happened except
during past recessions
6%
4%
2%
0%
-2%
-4%
-6%
-8%

early 1990s recession
early 1980s recessions

October 2008
early 2000s recession

Source: OCPP analysis of Oregon Employment Dept. data.

Some sectors within Oregon’s economy remained vibrant well into 2008, offsetting
job declines in other sectors. The health services and social assistance sector added
10,400 jobs from October 2007 to October 2008.50 Exports through September
2008 were up nearly a third compared to the previous year, partly as a result of
the relatively weak dollar and high agricultural prices.51 The value of Oregon’s
agricultural exports through the third quarter of 2008 was up 65 percent over the
previous year.52
A spike in gas prices and the national housing and financial crisis, however, have
hurt the state economy in 2008. Construction shed 11,500 jobs over the 12 months
prior to October 2008. Financial sector jobs were down 3,700 over the same period,
and durable goods manufacturing jobs were down 15,300. The wood products
industry and car dealers also cut substantial numbers of jobs.
Oregon’s housing market was not hit as hard as that of some other states, but it still
suffered. As of the second quarter of 2008, about one in eight subprime loans in
the state was delinquent. Foreclosures were about triple what they were two years
earlier.53 During the summer of 2008 in Multnomah County, default filings were up
more than 70 percent from the year before.54
Latino and African American home borrowers are probably more likely than whites
to be facing default or foreclosure. In 2006, middle-income Latino and African
American borrowers in Oregon were about twice as likely as white borrowers to get
a subprime loan.55
As a result of the weakened job market, more Oregonians are struggling to find
work. The unemployment rate was up to 7.3 percent as of October 2008.56 Initial
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claims for unemployment insurance were up 48 percent as of the third quarter,
compared to a year earlier.57 State economists predict continued job losses until the
fourth quarter of 2009 and only mild growth in 2010.58
The number of jobs in Oregon for every 100 working-age Oregonians is quickly
reaching recessionary depths. Based on official state projections, there will be 70.8
non-farm payroll jobs per 100 working-age Oregonians in 2009, a level similar
to the bottom reached during the recession earlier this decade, when the figure
dipped to 70.2 jobs.59
Wages come under pressure
The slackening job market likely will reduce Oregon workers’ bargaining power,
making wage gains more difficult to achieve. For 2008, state economists predict
that the average wage in Oregon will lose ground to inflation and that in 2009
the average wage will merely match inflation, leaving the average worker
treading water.60
Weak wage gains in Oregon would follow the national trend. In the whole U.S.,
total worker compensation was down 1.8 percent, after adjusting for inflation, in
June 2008 compared to a year earlier. According to the Economic Policy Institute,
that’s the largest decline on record, based on data going back to the early 1980s.61
Wages and benefits did not keep up with inflation, in part because prices for food
and energy rose sharply in 2007 and much of 2008. In October 2008, compared to
two years earlier, the cost of milk was up 16 percent, bread was up 24 percent, and
eggs were up 46 percent. Home energy costs were also up 11 percent in October
2008 compared to a year earlier.62 Gas prices were plummeting though, as of late
2008. Regular unleaded gas prices spiked during the summer, reaching $4.29 a
gallon in early July 2008, then fell sharply in the fall and stood at $2.09 a gallon as
of late November.63

Conclusion
This decade’s strong economic growth failed to benefit most Oregonians. Instead,
the gains of economic growth flowed only to well-paid workers and even more so
to the wealthiest and most economically secure.
As a recession grips Oregon in the winter of 2008‑09, the economic reality facing
working Oregonians will only get more difficult.
But as the lessons of history show, we have it within our means to restructure the
rules of the game and our public structures so that benefits spread broadly during
the next period of economic growth. The economy is just us working together and
deciding who benefits. We can build an economy of shared prosperity.
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STRATEGY 1:

					

STRENGTHEN THE PUBLIC SECTOR’S ROLE
IN PROMOTING SHARED PROSPERITY

Public structures play a vital role in our lives. They represent efforts by Oregonians
to undertake tasks for the common good: public education, health care, care of
abused and neglected children, public safety and transportation, for example.
Contrary to a widespread myth, investments in public structures are not a drain on
the economy. The public sector is an important and integral part of the economy.
Government does not operate in a vacuum.
A better economic future requires a vibrant public sector. Investing in the public
sector and using its powers wisely to help working families get ahead will pay longterm dividends to our economy.

Invest in the public sector to benefit Oregonians
today and in the future
A successful strategy for shared prosperity begins with a healthy public sector.
The public sector is a vital, yet often overlooked, player in our economy. Right
now, public sector investments can help boost an economy mired in recession.
More importantly, strategic investments — in reducing child poverty and improving the state’s infrastructure, for example — will build a solid foundation for
future shared prosperity.
The public sector is a key player in the economy
The public sector is a powerful and important component of the state economy.
Many thousands of Oregonians — teachers, police officers, engineers, economists
and social workers, for example — are employed in the public sector. In 2007,
government jobs in Oregon totaled 271,000, or 15.7 percent of all non-farm payroll
jobs in the state. That’s more than six times as many jobs as those in the state’s
computer and electronic products manufacturing industry.
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Many thousands of
Oregonians – teachers,
police officers,
engineers, economists
and social workers,
for example – are
employed in the
public sector.

Government jobs represent 15.7 percent of all non-farm payroll jobs in
Oregon, more than six times as many jobs as the electronic products
industry
Government
15.7%
Computer &
electronic
products
2.4%

All other
Oregon jobs
82.0%

Source: OCPP analysis of Oregon Employment Dept. data for 2007.

Public sector jobs pay relatively well. In 2007, the average government job in Oregon
paid about $41,600. That’s less than the average manufacturing job ($51,700)
but nearly three times the average pay in Oregon’s fastest growing industry —
restaurants ($14,600).1
During the economic cycle this decade, Oregon averaged less than
one-third
the monthly
jobthe
growth
the 1990s
economic
cycle
Besides those
employed
directly by
publicofsector,
thousands
of other
Oregonians
owe their jobs to the public sector. A few examples are workers in construction firms
3,050
and office supply companies dependent on business with government agencies,
nurses in health clinics reliant on Medicaid dollars and waiters in restaurants near
public universities.
Take spending by the Oregon Department of Human Services (DHS), for instance.
In the current, 2007-09 budget cycle, DHS will deliver $9.6 billion in public benefits
818
and services to individual Oregonians and through local service
providers.2 That’s
more than the payroll of the entire construction industry in Oregon in 2007 and
2008 combined.3
DHS spending filters through
relying on food
2000s the economy. Oregon families
1990s
stamps or temporary cash assistance directly benefit from DHS spending, as do the
communities
in which
families Dept.
shop.
inran
private
and
Source: OCPP
analysis ofthese
Oregon Employment
data.So
The do
1990sworkers
economic cycle
from Aug.companies
1990 to Nov. 2000.
The cycle this decade ran from Nov. 2000 to Feb. 2008.
organizations
(often non-profits) that contract with DHS to provide services such as
mental health care or job training. DHS also pays Oregon hospitals, nursing homes
and other health care providers for delivering Medicaid services, which in turn pay
thousands of nurses, doctors and others in the health care industry.
State spending also boosts Oregon’s economy by attracting matching federal dollars.
MedicaidThe
spending
is of
thejobs
bestper
example
of this. The federal
government spends
number
100 working-age
Oregonians
roughly $2
in
Oregon
each
time
the
state
spends
$1
on
Medicaid.
In the current,
continues to lag behind 2000 levels
2007-09 budget cycle, federal Medicaid funds flowing into Oregon will total more
4
than $2.5 billion.
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Maintaining public spending is vital during
recession
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69.7 a 69.5
When the economy is in recession, as it is now, the public sector plays
critical role.
Protecting public spending during a downturn, even if it requires a tax increase
targeted at those who can afford it, can help keep the economy moving at a time
when spending in the private sector is down.
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Source: OCPP analysis of September 2008 Oregon Economic and Revenue Forecast and Oregon Employment Dept. data.
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In the current recession, Oregon will confront a revenue shortfall, meaning it will
not have the dollars it needs to support the services it plans to provide. When
unemployment rises and business activity slows, income tax receipts fall. Based on
data from the Budget and Management Division and the December 2008 revenue
forecast, Oregon will be short $1.2 billion in meeting the essential budget level in
the 2009-11 biennium.
The initial response to a significant revenue shortfall should be to tap the reserve
funds set up for such an emergency, though that may prove insufficient. Unlike
at the start of the 2001 recession, Oregon currently has two reserve funds in
place — the Oregon Rainy Day Fund and the Education Stability Fund — thanks
to prudent legislative action. Unfortunately, as examined in detail later in this
report, these reserve funds are not big enough at present to weather a significant
economic downturn.
Because Oregon cannot run a deficit, a revenue shortfall that cannot be covered
by reserve funds requires either cuts in vital services or measures to raise revenue.
Of these two choices, the better option is to raise revenue — in a targeted way.
Cuts in public spending during a recession risk harming individuals and the
overall state economy more than a targeted tax increase would. That is because
the public sector spends nearly all of its money within the state. And state
spending often brings matching federal dollars into the state economy. Because
public spending ends up in the hands of people and businesses in Oregon, local
economies are hit by public spending cuts.
By contrast, a tax increase targeted to well-off Oregonians is less likely to dampen
in-state spending. Well-off Oregonians are likely to save, not spend, some of their
money. And since they purchase some goods and services provided by out-ofstate businesses, some of their spending helps economies outside Oregon. A tax
targeted to well-off Oregonians would more likely take money out of their savings
rather than out of their spending. To the extent that a tax increase reduces their
spending, though, some of the impact would be exported to other states.
A tax increase targeted at profitable corporations, particularly those located out of
state, would also serve the state better during the recession than cuts to essential
state services. More than two-thirds of Oregon’s corporate income tax is paid by
profitable out-of-state firms.5 As such, much of the impact of a corporate income
tax increase would fall outside of Oregon.
Maintaining public spending on vital services during a recession keeps families
stable and in a position to move forward when the economy recovers. Slashing
services in programs such as mental health and child protective services, for
example, may result in irreparable harm to some Oregonians. Such individual harm
translates into long-term economic costs for the state.
In short, the economic benefits of sustaining public spending during a
recession outweigh the potential economic harm to the state from a welltargeted tax increase.

P If dipping into the state’s two reserve funds and some internal

belt-tightening do not resolve the revenue crisis brought on by the
recession, Oregon should turn to a tax increase targeted to profitable
corporations and wealthy individuals who can afford it most easily.
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Top economists believe state spending cuts do
more damage
In a paper issued during the 2001 recession, two of the nation’s leading
economists rejected the assumption that public spending cuts are better
for the economy than tax increases during a recession. Nobel Prizewinning economist Joseph Stiglitz and Peter Orszag, who has served as
director of the Congressional Budget Office and as an economic advisor
to the White House, wrote:
“Basic economy theory suggests that direct spending reductions will
generate more adverse consequences for the economy in the short run
than . . . a tax increase. The reason is that some of any tax increase .
. . reduce[s] saving rather than consumption, lessening its impact on
the economy in the short run, whereas the full amount of government
spending on goods and services would directly reduce consumption. . . .
“The more that the tax increases or transfer reductions are focused on
those with lower propensities to consume (that is, on those who spend
less and save more of each additional dollar of income), the less damage
is done to the weakened economy. Since higher-income families tend
to have lower propensities to consume than lower-income families, the
least damaging approach in the short run involves tax increases concentrated on higher-income families.
“[State] government spending that would be reduced if direct spending
programs are cut is often concentrated among local businesses…. By contrast, the spending by individuals and businesses that would be affected
by tax increases often is less concentrated among local producers — since
part of the decline in purchases that would occur if taxes were raised
would be a decline in the purchase of goods produced out of state.” 6

The public sector can help tighten a slack labor market
If the last period of economic growth was any indication, jobs generated by public
investment may be needed even after the economy recovers.
Earlier this decade, when the economy was still growing, the private sector of the
economy was not generating enough jobs. That reduced the chances that workers
would see their compensation improve, despite the economic growth.
When the number of people wanting jobs exceeds the number of jobs available,
bargaining power tilts in favor of employers. In such “slack” labor markets,
employers face little pressure to raise wages or improve benefit packages to attract
workers, because workers aren’t in a position to be picky.
By contrast, in “tight” labor markets, employers need jobs filled, but there are
relatively few workers available. Tight markets favor workers, since employers
are more likely to improve their wage and benefit offers to attract the workers
they need.
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From November 2000
to February 2008,
Oregon added 71,200
jobs, or an average of
818 jobs per month.
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one-third the monthly job growth of the 1990s economic cycle
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Note: Working age is ages 18-64. Jobs are non-farm payroll jobs.
Source: OCPP analysis of September 2008 Oregon Economic and Revenue Forecast and Oregon Employment Dept. data.
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Note: Working age is ages 18-64. Jobs are non-farm payroll jobs.
Source: OCPP analysis of September 2008 Oregon Economic and Revenue Forecast and Oregon Employment Dept. data.

Union membership boosts Oregon workers’ earnings
across the wage spectrum
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The slack labor market during this decade’s economic cycle is a primary reason
why most workers fared poorly. The weak labor market reduced their bargaining
power, since employers had little need to bid up their compensation packages to
attract workers.
If the labor market is again relatively slack when our economy starts growing again,
public investments can help by tightening the labor market. The tighter market
would set the stage for workers to enjoy the benefits of economic growth.

P Oregon should use public sector spending to help tighten the job market.
The public sector lays the foundation for the future
Smart public sector investments can lay a foundation for long-term economic
growth. Strategic public investments in people and in infrastructure will pay off in
the future with a more productive, higher-income workforce and a more attractive
business environment.
Two compelling public investment strategies are child poverty reduction and state
infrastructure upgrades. Wise investments in these areas will pay off in the long
term and justify the near-term cost.
Reduce child poverty
Like overall poverty in Oregon, child poverty did not improve during the last period
of economic growth. In 2007, about one in six children in Oregon (16.3 percent)
lived in poverty.10 That figure is not meaningfully different from what it was in
2000, at the beginning of the last economic cycle.
Oregon’s failure to reduce child poverty is not just a moral outrage but also a
long-term economic cost. Children who grow up poor tend to be less productive
workers as adults than they would be otherwise. They are also more likely to have
health problems as adults and to commit crimes.11 In sum, child poverty is costly. It
is estimated to cost the U.S. about $500 billion a year, according to one study.12
Reducing child poverty means increasing incomes and job opportunities for parents.
This requires a comprehensive approach that includes, but is not limited to, the
strategies suggested throughout this report.
Oregon’s “benchmarks” set a modest goal of reducing overall poverty to 10 percent
by 2010, but there is no benchmark goal specific to child poverty.13 To focus and
expand Oregon’s efforts to reduce child poverty and to galvanize public support,
Oregon should establish an aggressive child poverty reduction goal. For example,
Oregon could establish a goal to cut child poverty in half by 2020, with interim
targets for 2012 and 2016.
In developing such a goal and figuring out how to meet it, Oregon can learn
from other states and countries that have already set goals and made progress in
meeting them. Connecticut, Vermont, and Delaware have task forces charged with
designing strategies to cut child poverty in half, and Minnesota is developing a plan
to eliminate poverty by 2020.14 In 1999, the United Kingdom announced a goal to
eliminate child poverty by 2020.15 The United Kingdom missed its 2005 interim goal
but still managed to cut child poverty by about 17 percent, lifting about 700,000
children out of poverty.16
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Successfully reducing poverty will save money in the long run. Our state will not
fulfill its economic potential if we continue to leave one in six of our children living
in poverty.

P

Oregon should set an ambitious child poverty reduction goal, provide
the resources necessary to achieve it and institute a process for holding
state agencies accountable.

Improve the state’s infrastructure
Investing in the state’s public infrastructure by constructing healthy school
environments, stable bridges and efficient, “green” transportation systems will
support the economy of tomorrow.
Over the last generation, U.S. investment in physical infrastructure has withered. As
a share of gross domestic product, annual U.S. state and local public infrastructure
and equipment investment is running about half where it stood in the 1960s.
Federal government investments have fallen off even more dramatically.17 The
American Society of Civil Engineers estimates it would cost $1.6 trillion over a fiveyear period to bring the nation’s infrastructure into good condition.18
Like the rest of the nation, Oregon has underinvested in its public infrastructure, at
the risk of undermining the potential of the state’s future economy. There are many
examples of underinvestment in Oregon. The following are some highlights:

P

•

Oregon faces an annual shortfall of $1.2 to $1.4 billion for all forms of
public transportation (air, highway, marine, public transit, rail).19

•

Portland is spending only a third to a half of what it should to adequately
maintain its school buildings.20

•

Needed wastewater pollution control requires a total investment of
$2.9 billion.21

•

At the current anemic funding level, it will take Oregon about 44 years
to weatherize all the low-income housing units currently eligible for
such assistance.22

Oregon should make the infrastructure investments that will undergird
a strong future economy.

Use public financing to increase workers’
bargaining power
Wielding the power of the public purse, governments can require companies with
which they conduct business to provide good wages and benefits and to respect
union organizing efforts. Wise use of the public purse in this way can help assure
that when the economy grows, its benefits are broadly shared.
This public sector tool is particularly valuable in times when the labor market is
slack, as was the case during the last economic cycle and may continue in the
years ahead. By requiring firms doing business with government agencies to offer
adequate wages and benefits and to respect union organizing, governments can
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The number of jobs per 100 working-age Oregonians
continues to lag behind 2000 levels
use public spending to directly increase the bargaining power of workers. And when
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power of these workers increases, the wage and benefit gains they
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Historically, organized labor has led efforts to create an economy that works for
everyone. Union activity has resulted in worker protections such as child labor laws,
safer working conditions, overtime benefits, restroom and meal breaks, paid leave
and the 40-hour work week. Following World War II, a vibrant U.S. labor movement
helped support the development of a broad middle class by setting standards for
wages and benefits.
Note: Working age is ages 18-64. Jobs are non-farm payroll jobs.
Source: OCPP analysis of September 2008 Oregon Economic and Revenue Forecast and Oregon Employment Dept. data.

Union wages consistently surpass non-union pay, especially at the bottom of the
income scale. In Oregon, union membership boosted the wages of the lowest-paid
workers by 21.1 percent in the 2003 to 2007 period. For a minimum wage earner,
that meant an additional $1.67 per hour, or roughly $3,500 per year. The benefits of
unionization extended to workers across the wage spectrum. Oregon workers at the
median, or 50th percentile, got a 16.5 percent wage boost by joining a union. And
even the highest earners saw a wage gain of 5.8 percent.23
In Oregon, union
membership boosted
the wages of the
lowest-paid workers
by 21.1 percent in
the 2003 to
2007 period.
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Note: Figures show union hourly wage premium for union workers (age 16-64) in 2003-07.
Source: John Schmitt, The Union Advantage for Low-Wage Workers, Center for Economic and Policy Research, May 2008.

The union advantage extends not just to wages but also to benefits. In 2008, private
sector union members were almost three times more likely than non-unionized
workers to have employer-paid health insurance. Union members’ health benefit
packages were more likely to include vision care, prescription drug coverage and
dental coverage. Union members were four times more likely to have traditional,
Union membership in Oregon compared to manufacturing employment
defined benefit pension coverage than non-unionized private industry workers in the
United States. Unionized workers were also more likely than non-unionized workers
to have
25% paid holiday, sick, vacation and other forms of paid leave.24
Non-union workers indirectly benefit from unions’ gains. In industries with a strong
20%
union
presence, even non-unionized workers receive higher wages than similar
workers in less unionized industries. Workers’ compensation and unemployment
insurance
programs tend to be stronger and more inclusive in states with a strong
15%
union presence, and unions help maintain standards for safety and rights for all
workers on the job.25
10%

26

Union members as a share of all workers
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Union membership boosts Oregon workers’ earnings
across the wage spectrum
The benefits of unionization spill over into the larger economy. Unionization
21.3% It has the biggest effect among low- and middle-wage
21.1%inequality.
mitigates wage
20.2%
workers, among blue-collar workers and17.6%
among workers without college degrees.
16.5% productivity and lower
Unionization also benefits businesses through increased
worker turnover.26
13.4%
11.4%

Not surprisingly, most Americans favor unions. In August 2008, according to 8.9%
Gallup polling, 59 percent of Americans approved of labor unions. A majority have
approved of labor unions since Gallup began asking the question in the 1930s.27
More than three-quarters of Americans (77 percent) favor laws that give workers
the right to choose to form a union without employer harassment.28
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Union membership, unfortunately, has dwindled since 1979, when the number of
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than in the nation as a whole, union membership has also declined in Oregon
over the last three decades. Union members made up 14.3 percent of Oregon’s
workforce in 2007, up from 13.8 percent in 2006 but well below the level in 1983
at 22.3 percent.30 Data on manufacturing jobs back to 1990 show that the decline
in union membership parallels decreases in Oregon’s manufacturing base.
Union membership in Oregon compared to manufacturing employment
25%

The decline in
union membership
parallels decreases
in Oregon’s
manufacturing base.
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Source: OCPP analysis of Oregon Employment Department data and analysis of Current Population
Survey data by Barry T. Hirsch and David A. Macpherson, www.unionstats.com,
© 2008 by Barry T. Hirsch and David A. Macpherson.

The slide in membership has not gone unnoticed by unions themselves. Oregon’s
unions have been tenacious in the face of a continued erosion of manufacturing
jobs since 2000.31 Reaching out to new industries, Oregon unions have held some
Living
Wage workers
Laws in retail trade, home health care and social
ground, Oregon
in part by
organizing
services.32 Among their legislative successes in 2007 was the establishment of
collective bargaining rights for child care and adult foster care providers.33
Year
enacted

Coverage

2008 hourly wage
standard (including
benefits)

Adjusted for
inflation?

Portland

1996

Contracts for janitorial, security and
parking attendant services

$11.26

Annually

Multnomah
County

1998

Custodial and security service contracts

$11.33

Every six months

Corvallis

1999
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Service contractors, for city contracts over

$11.18

Annually
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Unions have seen some recent success in Oregon
Portland Hilton Hotel workers fought for 11 months to negotiate an
acceptable contract with management. They succeeded in May 2008,
when “the company agreed to nearly every major proposal by the
union.”34 The contract calls for a slightly reduced workload, retroactive pay, a 15 percent increase in workers’ share of gratuities, bus
pass subsidies and a successor provision ensuring that the union will
remain in place even if the hotel is sold.35
After unanimously voting to join the International Longshore and
Warehouse Union in March 2005, workers at McCall Oil and Chemical
met extensive opposition from management during contract negotiations. The National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) found that McCall
had “failed and refused” to discuss key issues of the contract.36 After
workers went on strike in December 2005, management agreed to return to contract negotiations. In January 2006, workers unanimously
ratified their first contract, which included a 16 percent wage boost
over a two-year period.37
After negotiating for six months, workers at the Rosemont Treatment
Center and School in Southeast Portland signed their first contract
in June 2008. The contract provided for better staffing, an average
wage increase of 3.63 percent, access to personnel files, sick leave
and bereavement pay.38
In August 2007, workers at Newport Fire and Rescue were the first to
successfully use the card check law enacted by the Oregon Legislature
the previous June. Eight firefighters opted to unionize and are now
affiliated with the International Association of Fire Fighters and the
Oregon State Fire Fighters Council.39

Unions face unfair obstacles to organizing
The decline in union membership is partially due to the economy’s shift away
from manufacturing and, until recently, to a shift within unions away from
organizing. It also is the result of obstacles that employers have placed in the
path of union organizers.
Employers’ anti-union tactics are common and well documented.40 When workers
try to organize, employers can and routinely do require attendance at closed-door,
anti-union meetings. Employers often hire consultants to run anti-union campaigns.
They may threaten to shut down the plant or business, though few follow through
on such threats. They may spy on, bribe or fire workers — illegal acts, but ones that
carry minor penalties. And they may refuse to negotiate a contract once workers
successfully organize.
In the process of voting on unionization, the rules are stacked against the union.
Supervisors can use the entire facility, and as much time as they wish, to intimidate
employees into voting against a union. Union organizers, meanwhile, are limited to
giving out information or talking about the union only at break times and only in
designated areas. When the vote does occur, it is in the place of employment, under
the watchful eyes of ownership and management.
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Even a majority yes vote is not always the end of the story. Certification of the
union can be delayed for years if a business challenges the outcome, during which
time the facility operates as if no vote ever took place.41
When employers are found to have violated the National Labor Relations Act, the
sanctions are often trivial. In the face of a union drive, employers who illegally
threaten to close their business or who lay off, spy on or harass workers are
typically required to post a notice on a bulletin board saying that they will not
violate the law again. That’s it. The standard penalty for violating workers’ right to
organize has no bite.42

The Employee Free Choice Act is key
One of the most important policy solutions to restore balance in
the workplace rests with Congress. In 2009, Congress will have the
opportunity to enact the Employee Free Choice Act, which would
require certification of a union when the majority of employees in a
workplace sign cards expressing their desire to join the union.43
The Employee Free Choice Act would be a boon for Oregon workers
in the private sector. Oregon and several other states have already
enacted majority “card check” legislation, but those laws apply
only to public sector unions.44 The Employee Free Choice Act would
extend the same right to workers in the private sector. It would
also provide for mediation and arbitration if disputes arise during
negotiation of the initial union contract and strengthen penalties for
violation of employee rights.45

Enact a neutrality law
Labor relations are primarily, but not entirely, a matter of federal law. While state
and local governments are restricted in what they can do to support workers’ right
to organize, there are important steps they can take. In addition to their power to
regulate public unions, they can use the power of the public purse to help promote
neutrality in private labor-management interactions.
State neutrality laws prohibit employers from using state money received through
grants, loans, contracts or reimbursements to promote or deter unionization.
California and New York are two states that have enacted neutrality laws. These
states prohibit the use of state funds for activities such as hiring consultants or
supervisors to influence employees about union organizing or membership.46
In Oregon, neutrality legislation has been introduced but not enacted in recent
legislative sessions.47

P

Oregon should adopt neutrality legislation to help restore workers’
bargaining power with private sector employers reliant upon public dollars.
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To date, most living wage laws have been passed by city or county governments.48
In Oregon, Ashland, Corvallis, Portland and Multnomah County all have living wage
ordinances.49 Maryland became the first state to pass a living wage law, in 2007.50
In Oregon, Ashland,
Corvallis, Portland
and Multnomah
County all have
living wage
ordinances.

Oregon Living Wage Laws

Year
enacted

Coverage

2008 hourly wage
standard (including
benefits)

Adjusted for
inflation?

Portland

1996

Contracts for janitorial, security and
parking attendant services

$11.26

Annually

Multnomah
County

1998

Custodial and security service contracts

$11.33

Every six months

Corvallis

1999

Service contractors, for city contracts over
$10,000 per year

$11.18

Annually

Ashland

2001

Contractors and subcontractors on city
service contracts

$12.96

Annually

Source: City of Ashland, "2008 Living Wage Notice," July 1, 2008, www.ashland.or.us; City of Corvallis, Finance Department,
"Living Wage Information," updated June 30, 2008, www.ci.corvallis.or.us ; Online Charter and Code of the City of Portland,
Oregon, chapter 3.99, Fair Wage Policies; Tom Feely, City of Portland, Office of Management and Finance, memorandum
re: fiscal year 2008-09 Fair Wage adjustment, February 29, 2008; Multnomah County, Resolution no. 98-165; Barry Zimmerman,
Multnomah County Central Procurement and Contract Administration, telephone conference with Joy Margheim, OCPP, November 3, 2008.

Living wage standards vary among jurisdictions. Some set the wage at the level a
full-time worker would need to support a family above the poverty line ($10.19 per
hour for a family of four in 2008). Others base it on the national eligibility level for
food stamps, which is 130 percent of the federal poverty level, or $13.25 per hour
for a family of four in 2008.51 Areas with a high cost of living may use regional
costs of living or self-sufficiency standards, which estimate the cost of maintaining
a basic standard of living in that area.52 The Maryland law sets different rates for
urban and rural portions of the state.
Required annual adjustment of the wage rate for inflation and provisions for
benefits are important if the standard is to remain a true living wage.
Some living wage laws also apply to businesses that receive public subsidies —
grants, loans, tax breaks or other financial benefits — for economic development
purposes.53 While Oregon attaches job creation or quality standards to some
subsidies, the state does not systematically disclose jobs information to the public.
As a result, it is difficult to determine whether subsidies are producing living wage
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jobs. A study of economic development tax subsidies in Minnesota, however, found
that 72 percent of subsidized jobs paid below the average for their industry.54
Oregon should enact a living wage law that applies to both state service contracts
and economic development subsidies.
Enact “labor peace” ordinances
Local “labor peace” ordinances specify that, in return for public financial assistance,
employers must sign a labor peace agreement with any union that requests it. Such
ordinances are based on the principle that local governments have an interest in
minimizing labor disruptions on projects in which public funds have been invested.
They typically apply to development projects, such as hotels.55
In a typical labor peace agreement, employers promise to grant unions workplace
access, provide employee contact information to union organizers and refrain
from issuing anti-union messages. Some require employers to agree to card check
recognition. Unions, in turn, agree to forego strikes or boycotts and to consent to
arbitration of disputes during the term of the agreement.
San Francisco pioneered the use of labor peace ordinances. Other cities and
counties around the nation have adopted similar provisions, either alone or as part
of living wage policies.56
Local governments in Oregon should follow the examples of other cities and
counties in the U.S. and adopt labor peace ordinances.

Conclusion
Building an Oregon that works for working families requires strengthening our
public sector. Sustaining public spending now, during the recession, will help the
economy recover. Wise public investments to reduce child poverty and improve
our public infrastructure will be cost-effective in the long-term. Effective use of the
public purse can help build an economy of shared prosperity.
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STRATEGY 2:
					

IMPROVE THE STRUCTURES THAT PROVIDE
ECONOMIC SECURITY

Today’s working families face greater economic risks than those of an earlier
generation. Many families are a job loss or major illness away from bankruptcy.
Economic insecurity has increased not only because working families have been
excluded from the benefits of the prosperity they helped create but also because the
public systems that ought to help them when the market fails are either degraded
or outdated.
Oregon can help working families get ahead by ensuring that they don’t fall too
far down when hard times strike. To do this, Oregon must assure access to health
care for all Oregonians, modernize the unemployment insurance system, implement
family-friendly work supports and supplement the existing retirement system.

Assure quality health care for all Oregonians
The inadequacies of the U.S. health care system are plain to see. Its fragmented mix
of public and private insurance coverage leaves more than 45 million uninsured.1
The U.S. spends more per capita on health care than any other developed nation.
Yet Americans do worse than other developed countries on major health indicators
such as life expectancy, infant mortality and preventable deaths.2
Plus, more people are falling through the cracks today than just a few years ago. As
described earlier, the share of working-age Oregonians who went without health
insurance for a full year rose this decade to more than one out of five, from 15.6
percent to 22.4 percent.3
Reform is essential. To be successful, a new system must ensure that health care is
universal, comprehensive and affordable.
The current system does not work for low-wage workers
The U.S. system of health care relies heavily on employers providing health
insurance to their workers. This system is not working for most low-wage workers.
Nationally in 2007, less than half (45 percent) of the lowest-wage fifth of
workers received health coverage from their employer.4 In other words, most
low-wage workers are left to fend for themselves. Even if their employer offers
health insurance, many low-wage workers are ineligible because they work parttime, they haven’t met the waiting period requirement or their job classification
makes them ineligible. Many others cannot afford the required employee
contribution to premiums.5
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The share of
workers in the
lowest-wage fifth
receiving health
insurance coverage
declined from
49 percent to 45
percent between
2000 and 2007.
Higher-wage
workers lost
less ground.

The share of lower-income U.S. workers getting health coverage from employers
fell even further behind higher-income workers this decade
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Source: Elise Gould, The Erosion of Employer-Sponsored Health Insurance, Economic Policy Institute, October 9, 2008.

While employer coverage is declining for workers at all wage levels, it’s the most
vulnerable workers who are falling further behind. The share of lower-wage workers
receiving coverage from their employer fell more quickly this decade than it did
for higher-wage workers. The share of workers in the lowest-wage fifth receiving
coverage declined from 49 percent to 45 percent between 2000 and 2007, and
workers in the second fifth saw similarly steep declines in percentage terms. Higher6
wage
workersaverage
lost less annual
ground.contribution
Workers’
to health care premiums shot
up from 2004 to 2006, even after adjusting for general inflation
Unfortunately, the public system designed to protect low-wage workers without
employer coverage lacks the breadth to accomplish its purpose.
$3,294

2004

The Oregon Health Plan (OHP) was originally designed to provide public health
2006
coverage to workers living in poverty. Oregon statutes
state that it “is the policy
$2,529
of the State of Oregon to provide medical assistance to those individuals in need
whose family income is below the federal poverty level” and that the “Legislative
Assembly shall approve and fund health services to . . . [p]ersons 19 years of age or
older with incomes no more than 100 percent of the federal poverty guidelines who
do not have federal Medicare coverage.”7
$456

$547

Unfortunately, the OHP began failing its statutory obligations early on in its history.
An “employer mandate” provision was supposed to provide insurance to an
Single
estimated 165,000 Oregonians.
It required employers to Family
either “pay or play” —
provide insurance to permanent workers or pay a tax into a statewide insurance
inflation using 2006
dollarsare
and US
CPI-U.
fundNote:
forAdjusted
thosefor employees
who
uninsured.
The 1995 legislature passed a law
Source: OCPP analysis of Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS) data.
that scheduled automatic repeal of the mandate if it failed to receive necessary
congressional authorization by January 2, 1996. Congressional action never
occurred, so the mandate was repealed on that date.8
Plus, shortly after OHP’s launch in February 1994, the legislature began scaling
back eligibility.9
Unemployed low-wage workers are about half as likely as higher-wage workers
Then, as discussed earlier in this report, the state slashed the program during the
to receive unemployment benefits
economic downturn earlier this decade and never restored it to pre-recession levels.
70%
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As a result, the OHP has69%
not achieved its original purpose of providing coverage to
63%
all poor, uninsured working adults.
As of 2006, 42.5 percent of Oregon’s workingage adults
living
in
poverty
lacked
health
insurance.10
49%
45%

With employer-provided health coverage failing most low-wage workers and
the Oregon Health Plan eviscerated, the current system in Oregon leaves too
many working families without needed care and on the brink of financial and
personal disaster.
Oregonians
with coverage
rising
Poorest fifth
Second fifth face Middle
fifthcosts

Fourth fifth
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Wage quintiles

While workers without health insurance are particularly vulnerable, even those with
coverage face increasingly high costs that make it harder to get ahead and increase
Source: Elise Gould, The Erosion of Employer-Sponsored Health Insurance, Economic Policy Institute, October 9, 2008.
the risk of bankruptcy.
Employee contributions to premiums, deductibles, copayments or unreimbursed
expenses can be a heavy burden. From 2004 to 2006, the average annual employee
contribution to premiums for single coverage in Oregon grew 20 percent, from
$456 to $547, after adjusting for general inflation. The average annual contribution
for family coverage increased 30 percent, from $2,529 to $3,294.11
Workers’ average annual contribution to health care premiums shot
up from 2004 to 2006, even after adjusting for general inflation
$3,294

2004
2006

$2,529

From 2004 to
2006, the average
annual employee
contribution to
premiums for single
coverage in Oregon
grew 20 percent. For
family coverage, it
increased
30 percent.

$547

$456

Single

Family

Note: Adjusted for inflation using 2006 dollars and US CPI-U.
Source: OCPP analysis of Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS) data.

Even workers who are able to afford insurance are not necessarily protected
from financial disaster if they get sick. Medical debt contributes to about half of
bankruptcy filings in the U.S. Among those whose medical debt led to bankruptcy,
about three in four were insured when the illness struck. 12
Unemployed low-wage workers are about half as likely as higher-wage workers
to receive
unemployment
benefits
Enact
universal,
comprehensive
and affordable coverage
Reforming health care is no easy feat. There are several competing, general
70%
approaches to fixing health care (single-payer and market-based systems, for
60% not to mention the numerous permutations
example),
of each of those approaches.
Low-wage
50%

Higher-wage

But while the approaches vary, effective reform ultimately depends on being guided
40% principles:
by sound
30%
20%
10%
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P

•

Universal coverage: Universality would guarantee that everyone has access
to health care, regardless of their employment status or health condition. A
worker would not have to worry about losing coverage or having to change
providers if he or she changed employers or left the workforce. A patient
diagnosed with a serious health condition such as cancer would not have to
worry about being uninsurable in his or her next job.

•

Comprehensive coverage: Comprehensive coverage would guarantee a
uniform minimum standard of basic care.

•

Affordable coverage: As a share of a family’s budget, health care should not
crowd out spending on other basic needs. Charges for coverage and care
should be based on ability to pay, so that lower-income families pay less
than higher-income families.

Oregon should adhere to these three principles in building a better
health care system.

The winds of health care reform blow in Oregon
Health care reform in Oregon is being shaped by the Oregon Health
Fund Board, formed by 2007 legislation.13 The Board’s plan aims
to achieve universal coverage by building on the existing system of
public and employer-based health care in two stages.14
The first stage would ensure coverage for all children and lowincome adults. Beginning in 2009, existing public programs would
be expanded to offer fully subsidized coverage to an estimated
69,000 children (under age 19) and 121,000 adults, and an additional
20,000 children from moderate-income families would be eligible
for premium assistance on a sliding scale. Expanding coverage to
these 210,000 Oregonians would cover 32 percent of those currently
uninsured.15 The expansion would be paid for with federal dollars
and state taxes on health care providers and insurers.16
The second stage, beginning in 2011, would require all Oregonians
to have health insurance coverage. Employers would be required to
provide health insurance benefits or pay an equivalent payroll tax.
The state would subsidize premiums for low- and moderate-income
families. It would also administer a health insurance exchange to
offer affordable health insurance coverage for Oregonians without
employer-based or public health insurance.
Funding for the second stage of the plan is less clear. The “pay or
play” payroll tax on employers would produce revenue, and the
board also suggests increasing tobacco or alcoholic beverage taxes
for public health initiatives such as smoking cessation programs. This
portion of the plan is also predicated on the success of efforts to
lower costs through system improvement.
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Modernize Oregon’s unemployment insurance system
Unemployment Insurance (UI) provides temporary, partial wage replacement
benefits for laid-off workers. UI benefits help families avoid the worst aspects
of unemployment and help local economies by sustaining demand for goods
and services provided by local businesses. UI also benefits employers who must
temporarily lay off workers by helping to assure that those workers will be available
to return to work when employers need them again.
Since UI was first established in 1935, the workplace has changed considerably. In
recent decades, more women have joined the labor force, more workers are holding
part-time or temporary positions, fewer workers are represented by unions and
welfare reform has increased the number of low-skilled workers in the job market.17
Because the unemployment insurance system has not kept up with changes in the
workplace, many workers do not have coverage when they lose their job. It’s time
for Oregon to update its unemployment insurance system.

How the unemployment insurance system works
Unemployment insurance is a joint federal-state system funded
through payroll taxes. The funds are held in unemployment insurance trusts.18 Although employers technically pay the tax, economists
generally believe that employers pass on the expense to workers in
the form of lower wages.19
Oregon generally covers the cost of benefits through a payroll tax,
while the federal government covers the cost of administration
through a separate, smaller payroll tax.20 For tax year 2008, Oregon
unemployment insurance taxes applied to the first $30,200 of earnings. Rates vary between 0.7 and 5.4 percent, based on an employer’s
“experience rate,” which is derived from how often its employees
make UI claims. The effective federal unemployment insurance tax is
0.8 percent of the first $7,000 in annual earnings, also paid through a
payroll tax.21
States set eligibility criteria under federal guidelines. In Oregon, an
applicant must have worked at least 500 hours (about three months
of full-time work) or earned more than $1,000 in a 12-month “base
period.” The applicant must have lost the job through no fault of his
or her own, continue to look for work and be willing to take a suitable new job if it is offered.
States also determine the amount of the benefits above federal minimum standards. Oregon bases benefits on earnings during the base
period. Benefits range from $113 to $482 per week.22 They are paid
out for a maximum of 26 weeks (six months).23 Oregon’s average
weekly benefit in fiscal year 2007 was almost $280, and the average
unemployed worker collected benefits for 14.3 weeks (about three
and a half months).24 Oregon taxes UI benefits.
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The system excludes many 2004
who ought to qualify
2006

The unemployment insurance system excludes some$2,529
unemployed workers who
should receive benefits when they are laid off. The system was designed to cover
workers with legitimate labor-market attachment who lose a job though no fault of
their own. It was never intended to cover some unemployed workers, such as those
looking for their first job or those who quit their job voluntarily. Others, such as
some part-time workers
or some
$547 who have held their job for a relatively short time,
$456
are wrongly left out.
Only about one in three unemployed workers (38 percent) nationally collected
Single
Family
unemployment insurance in 2007, down from about half of unemployed workers in
the 1950s.25
Note: Adjusted for inflation using 2006 dollars and US CPI-U.
Source: OCPP analysis of Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS) data.

Low-wage workers are half as likely as higher-wage workers to get unemployment
benefits. This occurs even though they are more than twice as likely to be
unemployed.26 Moreover, low-income families face longer spells of unemployment
— 21 weeks on average in 2006 compared to 17 weeks among all workers.27

Low-wage workers
are half as likely to
get unemployment
benefits but twice
as likely to be
unemployed.

Unemployed low-wage workers are about half as likely as higher-wage workers
to receive unemployment benefits
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Source: U.S. GAO, Unemployment Insurance: Low-Wage and Part-Time Workers Continue to Experience Low Rates of Receipt,
September 2007.

Unemployed part-time workers are also less likely to collect unemployment
insurance than unemployed full-time workers. The U.S. Government Accountability
Office estimates that, in the late 1990s and early 2000s, only 29 percent of partOregon
women were
less likely
men
timeUnemployed
workers received
UI benefits,
compared
to 50 than
percent
ofto
full-time workers. 28
UIworkers
in 2007 make up a considerable portion of the workforce. In Oregon,
Yet receive
part-time
one in four workers (26 percent) worked part-time in 2007, the seventh highest
29
share among states.
46%
37%They are more likely to hold lowWomen also are disproportionately affected.
wage jobs and to work part-time or in temporary positions, in part because they
more often balance work with caretaking responsibilities. In 2007, only 37 percent
of unemployed women in Oregon received unemployment insurance benefits,
compared to 46 percent of unemployed men.30

Men
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Source: OCPP analysis of Oregon Employment Dept. and Bureau of Labor Statistics data.

September 2007.
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Unemployed Oregon women were less likely than men to
receive UI in 2007

In 2007, only
37 percent of
unemployed women
in Oregon received
unemployment
insurance benefits,
compared to
46 percent of
unemployed men.

46%
37%

Men

Women

Source: OCPP analysis of Oregon Employment Dept. and Bureau of Labor Statistics data.

Outdated program rules deprive these workers of unemployment insurance
benefits. The rules disregard up to six months of recent earnings when figuring
eligibility, so people who work intermittently or have recently returned to work after
of theor
Alternate
Base
Period
a periodExplanation
of unemployment
caretaking
duties
may(ABP)
have difficulty qualifying. Parttime workers can be disqualified from unemployment insurance if they do not seek
full-time work, even if the job they lost was part-time and they are seeking similar
part-time work.
Year 1
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Oregon has the means to fix the system
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Improvements in the unemployment insurance program are not only an
investment in the well-being of Oregon workers but also a boon
to the economy.
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Policy Research,
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unemployment insurance modernization is likely to be considered in 2009. If
enacted, it would provide a financial incentive for states to make improvements,
facilitating Oregon’s efforts to modernize its unemployment system. 33
Adopt an Alternate Base Period
The best way for Oregon to keep low-wage and part-time workers from falling
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experience: the uncompleted “filing” quarter of April-June and the most recently
completed (“lag”) quarter of January-March. Eligibility would be based on wage
Men quarters of 2007.
Women
records for the four
Source:
OCPP
analysis of Oregon
Dept. and Bureau
of Labor
data. base period could use an
Under
ABP,
workers
who Employment
do not qualify
under
theStatistics
standard
alternate base period to qualify for benefits. ABP would count work experience during
the most recently completed, or lag, quarter (January-March in the example above).
Some ABP systems also include the incomplete filing quarter (e.g., April-June).

Explanation of the Alternate Base Period (ABP)
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Source: Andrew Stettner, Heather Boushey and Jeffrey Wenger, Clearing the Path to Unemployment Insurance for Low-Wage
Workers: An Analysis of Alternative Base Period Implementation, National Employment Law Project and Center for Economic and
Policy Research, August 2005, p. 8.

The current system, designed in the 1930s, allows time for states to gather and
enter wage data from employers. Today, modern computer systems allow more
rapid data entry and access. To date, 20 states and the District of Columbia have
adopted ABP and report little difficulty in implementation.34 Oregon’s Employment
Department estimates that ABP implementation would extend benefits to 4,000
percent
of each
the lowest-wage
workers do not qualify for unpaid
moreThirty
Oregon
workers
year.35
family leave under Oregon or federal law because they work for
businesses
less than
25 employees
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28%
27%
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would provide $7 billion in incentive funds25%
plus $500 million in administrative
funds to states that adopt certain improvements to21%
unemployment insurance.
With
18%
17%
implementation of ABP, Oregon would qualify for its full share
of funding
—
an
14%
estimated $91 million.36
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Oregon should enact an ABP, positioning itself to receive federal
incentive funds and filling a crucial gap in the current UI system.
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The current system penalizes those who choose to work part time. Many part-time
workers
as Employment
much legitimate
labor-market attachment as full-time
Source:demonstrate
OCPP analysis of Oregon
Dept. data.
workers. Yet, to qualify for unemployment insurance, an unemployed worker must
be willing to accept full-time employment if it is offered, even if he or she has a
steady history of part-time work and is seeking similar part-time work.
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Although employers pay unemployment taxes for part-time workers, the system
doesn’t cover them. Both employers and workers lose out.

Allowing workers with a history of part-time work to receive unemployment
insurance benefits even if they are only willing to accept part-time work
would allow an additional 9,000 Oregon workers to claim unemployment
benefits annually.37

P

Oregon should join the 22 other states plus the District of Columbia
that already have part-time eligibility laws.38

Eliminate the waiting week
Currently, Oregon workers who qualify for unemployment insurance must wait
one week before getting their first benefit check. The wait was originally adopted
to allow agencies time for manual claim processing — a rationale rendered archaic
by modern computer systems. Utility bills, rent and food costs do not wait. Asking
workers to give up a week’s worth of benefits is an unnecessary hardship.

P

Thirteen states have already eliminated the waiting week requirement,
and Oregon should follow suit.39

Adopt a dependent allowance
Unemployment insurance is meant to help buoy families until a wage earner finds
another job. Many families with children struggle to meet basic needs even in
good times, so trying to get by on an unemployment insurance payment that is a
portion of previous wages may well be impossible. A dependent allowance, typically
between $15 and $25 per child per week, recognizes the difficulties of providing
for children when a wage earner is unemployed.

P

Oregon should follow 13 states and the District of Columbia in
supplementing unemployment benefits for families with children.40

Help low-income workers who seek job training
Some low-wage workers lack skills that would allow them to get a higher-paying
or more stable job. While a period of unemployment could offer an opportunity
to gain new skills in a training program, the unemployment insurance program
requires that an unemployed worker take a job if it is offered, even if that would
mean quitting in the midst of a training program.

P

Oregon should allow low-wage workers to receive unemployment
insurance benefits if they participate in approved job training activities.41

Enact family-friendly work supports
More American women are working today. While that is due in part to the rightful
opening of work opportunities to women, financial necessity is also a cause. Because
the typical man’s wages have been falling over the last 30 years — in Oregon by
more than $3 an hour after adjusting for inflation — more women need to be
employed today for families to stay afloat. 42
Today, many workers must juggle work and family responsibilities. In 2006-07, both
parents worked among 62 percent of married couples with children in the United
41
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The workplace in the U.S. and Oregon has not caught up with changing family
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Despite Oregon’s more expansive law, it still leaves out many workers. Twentyfour percent of Oregon workers are not covered by OFLA because they work for
businesses with less than 25 employees. Among the lowest-wage workers, 30
percent are ineligible for OFLA for this reason.
Twenty-four percent
of all Oregon
workers are not
covered by the
Oregon Family
Leave Act because
they work for
businesses with less
than 25 employees.
The share of
workers not covered
is highest among
the lowest –wage
workers.

Thirty percent of the lowest-wage workers do not qualify for unpaid
family leave under Oregon or federal law because they work for
businesses with less than 25 employees
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Source: OCPP analysis of Oregon Employment Dept. data.

Even more workers are effectively ineligible because they cannot afford to take
unpaid leave. Among workers who have not taken family leave when needed,
most (77.6 percent) say it is because they cannot afford it.46 Low-wage workers,
of course, are least likely to be able to afford unpaid leave. They are also less likely
to have paid sick or vacation time, which can be used in conjunction with FMLA or
OFLA leave.
42
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Some states have begun modernizing their work laws by enacting an insurance
program that provides income support for workers who need family leave.
Programs adopted by California, Washington and New Jersey offer a partial wage
replacement for workers who take family and medical leave.47 By providing
continued partial income, family leave insurance allows more workers to exercise
existing leave policies.
Family leave insurance helps workers and businesses. Similar to unemployment
insurance, family leave insurance provides an affordable mechanism for replacing a
portion of wages for workers taking leave. With family leave insurance workers no
longer have to choose between addressing a pressing family problem and earning a
paycheck. Businesses benefit from reduced turnover.48
Family leave insurance programs (proposed and existing) typically cover most
workers and allow leave to be taken for a worker’s or family member’s serious
illness or to care for a new child. They differ in the length of leave, amount of
benefits and funding mechanisms.
Most programs collect funds through payroll deduction. Minnesota has proposed
a shared responsibility model in which employers, workers and state government
each contribute a third of the costs. 49 Because these insurance programs are
broadly based, they represent a modest cost for workers. New Jersey workers will
contribute approximately $33 per year, or 64 cents a week beginning January 1,
2009.50 California’s maximum premium in 2005 was $64, or $1.25 per week.51
The Oregon legislature considered but failed to enact a family leave bill during the
2007 session. HB 2575 would have established family leave insurance, funded
through a payroll deduction of one penny per hour per employee. The law would
have covered workers subject to OFLA. Small businesses and the self-employed
would have been able to opt in.52

P

Oregon should enact family leave insurance legislation.

Enact paid sick leave
When an employee comes to work sick or a working parent sends a sick child to
school, everyone suffers. Workers and families struggle, businesses lose productivity
and contagious diseases spread. Ensuring that all workers have access to a few paid
sick days each year is sound public policy that Oregon should adopt.
Not all Oregon workers have the benefit of paid sick leave. In 2005, only 42 percent
of Oregon private sector employers offered full-time employees paid sick leave, and
only 15 percent offered it to part-time employees. Workers at smaller firms were
less likely to have access to paid sick leave, as were those in the natural resources
and mining, construction and leisure and hospitality industries.53
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Less than half of Oregon’s private sector employers offer paid
sick leave to even their full-time workers

In 2005, only 42
percent of Oregon
private sector
employers offered
full-time employees
paid sick leave, and
only 15 percent
offered it to parttime employees.

42%

15%

Offer paid sick leave to fulltime workers

Offer paid sick leave to parttime workers

Source: Art Ayre, Oregon Employee Benefits 2005, Oregon Employment Department.

Paid sick leave can make a big difference for workers juggling work and family
responsibilities. Paid sick leave can help workers and their families get health care
more promptly, which improves their health overall, speeds up recovery and reduces
health care spending. Workers don’t have to worry about being fired or losing
Securityneed
is thelittle
primary
of retirement
income and
for a few
wages.54 Social
Most workers
more source
than some
schedule flexibility
middle-income
days off each
year to takeretirees
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Other
3.3% that employees showing up to work
Assetsestimated
Businesses also gain. A recent study
6.6% a year in lost productivity — far more than the
sick cost U.S. businesses $150 billion
cost of letting employees stay home when sick.55
Pensions
17.4%

The public health benefits are also considerable. Paid sick leave makes it less likely
that sick employees will go to work and infect others or that sick children will go to
school or child care and make other children sick. 56 Sick employees also endanger
customers. Cooks and wait staff who come to work with contagious illnesses pose
a health threat to the public, and yet less than one in five businesses in Oregon’s
leisure and hospitality industry, which includes restaurants, offer
paid
sick days to
Social
Security
72.7%
their employees.57
The absence of laws guaranteeing paid sick leave places the U.S. on the fringe. Most
countries require some number of paid sick days, and 99 offer a month or more.58
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ofincome
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Alicia H. Munnell and Annika Sunden, 401(k) Plans Are Still Coming up Short, Center for Retirement Research,
sick leave.Source:
Boston College, March 2006. Current Population Survey data.
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Oregon should lead the nation and become the first state to enact paid
sick leave rules.

Help shore up the retirement system for Oregonians
The U.S. retirement system is commonly characterized as a three-legged stool
held up by Social Security, employer pensions and worker savings. Common
The share of U.S. households unprepared to maintain their
misperceptions notwithstanding, Social Security is the solid leg. Pensions and
standard of living in retirement has grown among both lowerindividual savings, by contrast, are shaky.
and higher-income households
Oregon can take an important
step in ensuring the secure retirement of Oregonians
53%
by establishing a system
of
universal
voluntary retirement accounts to supplement,
47%
1983
not supplant, Social Security.
2004
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Social Security is sound but insufficient for retirement needs
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benefits. A full 95
percent of Oregonians age 65 or older were Social Security
beneficiaries that year.60
Social Security is structurally sound, although it faces potential funding shortfalls in
coming decades. Under current law, the program
is expected to generate a funding
15%
surplus through 2017, after which time it can draw on reserves through 2041. After
that, revenues would cover about 75 percent of costs through 2082 if no changes
in taxes or benefits were made.61 Modest reforms in the program can ensure that
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many
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Social Security was never designed to offer more than basic insurance against
Source:
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poverty
in old
age.
Experts
generally
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retirees
need 75-80 percent of their
pre-retirement income in order to maintain the standard of living they had while in
the workforce. For the average worker to maintain his or her standard of living in
retirement, 35 to 40 percent of pre-retirement income must come from employersponsored pensions or personal savings.62
Social Security is the primary source of retirement income for
middle-income retirees
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Source: Alicia H. Munnell and Annika Sunden, 401(k) Plans Are Still Coming up Short, Center for Retirement Research,
Boston College, March 2006. Current Population Survey data.

Pensions and savings are wobbly
Worker savings have never played a significant role in funding retirement for most
Americans. Currently, personal retirement savings outside of pensions are negligible.
Meanwhile, pensions — retirement plans provided by employers — are providing
The sharesecurity
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— those with a guaranteed benefit based on years of service and earnings — are
disappearing. They are being replaced by tax-deductible contribution plans such as
401(k)s, in which benefits depend on how much individual workers save and how
well their investments fare in the stock and bond markets.
The transformation in employer-sponsored plans has been dramatic. In 1980, 60
percent of workers with pension coverage had defined benefit plans while 17
percent had defined contribution plans. 64 (The remaining 23 percent had both
types.) By 2004, only 11 percent of workers with pension coverage had defined
benefit plans, while 61 percent were covered by defined contribution plans. The
Oregon experience reflects the national pattern. In 2005, 10 percent of Oregon
private-sector firms offered their full-time workers a defined benefit plan, while 31
percent offered a defined contribution plan.65
The trend in pensions raises concerns because defined contribution plans shift risk
from employers to workers. Traditional pensions typically offer guaranteed, lifetime
benefits and automatically enroll workers. In defined contribution plans, by contrast,
workers typically decide whether to join the plan, how much to save and how
to invest it. Because a defined contribution plan does not provide a guaranteed
pension for life, a retiree can outlive his or her savings. Moreover, a worker who
retires during a market slump can face substantially reduced savings. Plans also
may allow individuals to cash out when they change jobs or to withdraw or borrow
against savings for other financial needs, which depletes the savings before they
ever reach retirement.
Concerns about defined contribution plans are heightened by signs that the plans
do not provide adequate incentives for many workers to save. Nationally, about one
in five workers eligible to participate in a 401(k) fails to do so, and only about one in
nine of those who do participate contributes the maximum amount allowed. Those
who participate often make investment mistakes. In 2004, about 45 percent of
participants cashed out when they changed jobs.66
For low-wage workers, defined contribution plans are particularly risky. Low-wage
workers are less likely to have access to a defined contribution plan at work or
to participate when a plan is offered, they are less likely to have resources to
help navigate complex savings decisions and their smaller account balances are
hit harder by plan fees and costs. Almost two-thirds (63 percent) of the lowestincome workers were projected to have no defined contribution plan savings upon
retirement and thus to have to rely solely on Social Security.67
Retirement increasingly means a drop in one’s standard of living. Among U.S.
households surveyed in 2004, 43 percent were estimated to be unable to maintain
their standard of living in retirement. Among the lowest-income third, the figure
was 53 percent of households. And the stakes are higher for lower-income
households, for whom a lower retirement income may mean not simply belttightening but difficulty meeting basic needs.68
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The share of U.S. households unprepared to maintain their
standard of living in retirement has grown among both lowerNote: Figures are for Americans age 65 and older in the middle income quintile, 2004, excluding earned income (wages).
and
households
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Sunden, 401(k) Plans Are Still Coming up Short, Center for Retirement Research,
Boston College, March 2006. Current Population Survey data.
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Defined contribution plans favor the well

Retirement tax breaks go mostly to the wealthy
A disturbing flaw of the predominant defined contribution pension system is that
incentives and benefits are skewed to the wealthy. Tax breaks for 401(k)s
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Urban-Brookings Tax Policy Center, August 2004.

Moreover, current tax breaks do little to increase the overall national savings
rate. High-income taxpayers generally don’t save more as a result of the new tax
subsidies but merely shift existing savings from taxable to tax-advantaged forms.70
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Skewed tax incentives are an expense for the nation. Foregone federal revenue for
tax breaks for 401(k)s and IRAs amounted to $135 billion in 2007. 71 Taxpayers are
giving up increasing amounts of revenue with these popular retirement instruments
even as overall retirement security decreases.
Institute a system of universal voluntary retirement accounts
Workers need a secure pension to supplement Social Security when they retire.
An ideal pension system would mimic many of the features of Social Security: it
would offer broad coverage, be portable for workers who change jobs, restrict early
withdrawals, provide inflation-indexed benefits for life and have low administrative
costs. Oregon can take an important step in that direction by adopting a system of
universal voluntary retirement accounts.
Universal voluntary accounts would give every worker in Oregon access to a portable,
defined contribution pension program from their first day on the job.72 Workers
could voluntarily contribute a portion of their paycheck through payroll deduction,
and employers could opt to contribute on behalf of their workers. When workers
changed jobs within Oregon, the accounts would travel with them. If they moved out
of state, the pension would be rolled into an IRA or other retirement fund.
Administrative costs would be low, because the state would administer the program
and piggyback on the state’s existing retirement infrastructure for public employees.
Workers would assume the small administrative cost, making the system revenueneutral for the state budget.
Such voluntary accounts would make it simple for all workers to save. The accounts
would be valuable to small businesses, which often lack the funds, time and
expertise to set up pension plans for their employees but for whom offering a
pension could help attract and keep employees.
Washington state is already designing such a system. The 2007 state legislature
provided funding for the state Department of Retirement Systems (the equivalent
of Oregon’s Public Employees Retirement System) to study the best design. While
funding for the system is not guaranteed by the legislation, the study — expected
to be completed by December 2008 — is a first step for Washington that could
provide useful information for Oregon, as well.73
Once Oregon took the first step of establishing the accounts, it could consider
additional improvements. For instance, Oregon could create a system under
which the default is that workers contribute a certain share of pay into a universal
voluntary account, unless workers expressly opt out.74 Oregon could also make a
modest contribution for low-income workers.

P

Oregon should follow Washington’s lead and begin designing a system
to provide universal voluntary retirement accounts.

Conclusion
Oregon can do much to improve the economic security of working families.
Smart, cost-effective public policies exist that can improve health care coverage,
unemployment support, the balance of work and family and retirement income.
These policies can play a valuable role in building an economy of shared prosperity.
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STRATEGY 3:	BUILD A FAIRER, STRONGER TAX SYSTEM
“Taxes, after all, are dues that we pay for the privileges of membership in an
organized society,” Franklin Delano Roosevelt once said.1 Taxes fund our public
schools and universities and our courts; they help us care for the frail elderly and
for abused and neglected children. Without adequate taxes, these and many other
public structures that we take for granted fail to meet our needs.
And yet Oregonians’ ability to prosper is weakened if our tax system is poorly
designed. When we allow well-off individuals and large, profitable corporations
to escape paying a fair share of taxes, we are less able to fund adequately public
structures that provide opportunity for every Oregonian to succeed. When we
ask the most of low-income working families, we make it that much harder for
those families to get ahead. When we cut public services during recessions we
exacerbate the economic problems. Unfortunately, Oregon’s tax system exhibits all
of these flaws.
The final strategy for building an economy that works for working families requires
improving the tax system to benefit working families. Successful reform would
accomplish three things. First, reform would make the overall system progressive,
raising revenue based on taxpayers’ ability to pay. Second, it would reverse the tax
shift whereby households and small businesses carry a bigger share of the tax load
and profitable corporations pay less. And third, it would ensure that the state saves
enough during good economic times to weather economic downturns. Combined,
these changes would ensure Oregon has adequate revenues to support the public
structures that provide opportunities for all Oregonians.

Build a tax system based on ability to pay
Oregon’s current tax system asks more of middle- and low-income households than
it asks of the wealthy. Taking both state and local taxes into account, the share of
income that the poorest fifth of families pay toward taxes is 9.2 percent and the
share paid by middle-income families is 7.9 percent, while the richest 1 percent
of families pay only 6.7 percent of their income in taxes.2 Those figures take into
account the fact that federal law permits the deduction of state personal income
taxes and local property taxes on federal income tax returns.
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The share of income
that the poorest
fifth of families
pay toward taxes
is 9.2 percent and
the share paid by
middle-income
families is 7.9
percent, while the
richest 1 percent of
families pay only
6.7 percent of their
income in taxes.

The richest families pay the smallest share of their income to state and
local taxes in Oregon
9.2%

8.5%

Poorest fifth

Second fifth

7.9%

Middle fifth

8.0%
7.2%

Fourth fifth

Next 15%

6.7%

6.7%

Next 4%

Top 1%

Note: For taxpayers under age 65 only. Based on 2008 tax law and 2006 income levels. Includes impact of
federal deductions for state and local income and property taxes.
Source: Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy.

The news gets worse when considering Oregon’s shift in recent years away from
taxes and toward fees. In 1989, fees accounted for 17 percent of Oregon’s ownsource general revenue. By 2006, fees accounted for 24 percent of revenue.3
The Only
biggest
driver ofoffee
increases
has been
theclaim
sharpthe
rise in tuition and other fees
8 percent
Oregon
taxpayers
both
at Oregon’s
universities
and
community
colleges.
The
increased
cost of college limits
home mortgage interest deduction and have incomes
the ability
of
lowand
middle-income
Oregonians
to
access
higher
education and
under $40,000
training that would expand their economic opportunities.
8%

28%the tax system so that it is based on ability
There are a number of ways to improve
to pay.
Claimed deduction.
15% the Oregon Earned Income Tax Credit
Expand

Income under $40,000
Claimed deduction.

Income
$40,000
The most targeted way to provide direct tax assistance to
low-over
and
middle-income
working families is to expand the state’s Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC). The EITC
Did not claim deduction.
supplements the wages of working families, especially those
with children. One in
Income under $40,000
seven Oregon households benefit directly from the credit.4
Did not claim deduction.

Income
$40,000 credits. To
Unfortunately, Oregon’s EITC is one of the smallest among
24over
state-level
get Oregon up to the middle of the pack, our current credit would need to increase
49%
from 6 percent of the federal EITC to 18
percent.
Source: OCPP analysis of Legislative Revenue Office data.

This level of expansion would put $180 into the pocket of the average EITC
recipient. For a family of four living with poverty-level income, the increase would
be about $480, money that could be used to cover a major car repair, to fund
community college course credits or to pay bills that have stacked up.
An expansion to 18 percent of the federal credit would cost about $100 million a
5 The overall fairness of Oregon’s tax system would be improved slightly,
biennium.
Seven of
the nine income tax states that do not offer a home
and mortgage
an economy
of shared
prosperity
be one step rates
nearer.higher
interest
deduction
hadwould
homeownership
than the national rate in 2007. Oregon did not.
Oregon should increase the state EITC to 18 percent of the federal
tax credit.

P
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West Virginia
Michigan
Indiana
Pennsylvania

Homeownership rate, 2007

Statistically significantly
higher than the national rate?

77.6%
76.4%
73.8%
72.9%

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Rolling Up Our Sleeves: Building an Oregon That Works for Working Families
Target our primary subsidy for homeownership better
One of the most effective measures Oregon could take to build a fairer tax structure
would beThe
to better
the pay
state’s
taxshare
subsidy
helping
people
buy and
a
richesttarget
families
theprimary
smallest
of for
their
income
to state
home. The
current
tax
subsidy,
the
home
mortgage
interest
deduction,
does
little
local taxes in Oregon
to promote homeownership and helps primarily those with higher incomes. Its
cost undercuts
the ability of the state to promote homeownership opportunities.
9.2%
8.5% and a tight home lending market weigh on Oregon’s
As high levels of foreclosure
8.0%
7.9%
homeownership rate, the time is ripe for reforming this poorly
7.2% targeted tax subsidy.
6.7%

6.7%

Current law allows taxpayers to claim as an itemized deduction interest on up to
$1 million in combined mortgage debt on a first and second home. Additionally,
taxpayers can deduct interest on home equity loans up to $100,000. Hence,
Oregon taxpayers are currently subsidizing the purchase of expensive homes and
home improvements in the name of promoting homeownership.6
Most Oregonians do not benefit from this tax subsidy. In 2006, nearly two out
of three Oregon
taxpayers
(64 percent)
received
mortgage
Poorest fifth
Second fifth
Middle fifth
Fourthno
fifthbenefit
Nextfrom
15% theNext
4%
interest deduction.

Top 1%

Note: For taxpayers under age 65 only. Based on 2008 tax law and 2006 income levels. Includes impact of

federal who
deductions
state and local
income
and subsidy
property taxes.
The minority
doforbenefit
from
the
are primarily those who need it
Source: Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy.
least. Only about 13 percent of those earning less than $40,000 per year claimed
the deduction in 2006, even though that group represented more than half of all
Oregon taxpayers. Put another way, just 8 percent of Oregon taxpayers both claim
the mortgage interest deduction and have incomes under $40,000.7

Only 8 percent of Oregon taxpayers both claim the
home mortgage interest deduction and have incomes
under $40,000
8%

28%

The minority who
benefit from the
mortgage interest
subsidy are
primarily those who
need it least.

Claimed deduction.
Income under $40,000
15%
Claimed deduction.
Income over $40,000
Did not claim deduction.
Income under $40,000
Did not claim deduction.
Income over $40,000
49%
Source: OCPP analysis of Legislative Revenue Office data.

Even middle- and low-income taxpayers who claim the deduction tend to get little
benefit. These taxpayers generally have smaller amounts of itemized deductions
than do higher-income taxpayers. For them, the mortgage interest deduction may
provide only a modest advantage over the standard deduction they would have
8
claimed otherwise.
Seven of the
nine income tax states that do not offer a home
mortgage interest deduction had homeownership rates higher
than the national rate in 2007. Oregon did not.

West Virginia

Homeownership rate, 2007

Statistically significantly
higher than the national rate?

77.6%

Yes
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Claimed deduction.
Income under $40,000
15%
Claimed deduction.
Income over $40,000
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Did not claim deduction.

Income under
$40,000
The deduction does little to increase homeownership rates. Much
of the
tax break
goes to homeowners who would have likely purchased a home even without the
Did not
claim deduction.
subsidy. At the same time, it offers little incentive to those with
limited
income
Income over $40,000
looking to buy a home. Programs that assist low-income families with their down
9
payment are more effective in increasing rates
49% of homeownership. The home
mortgage interest deduction spends tax dollars that otherwise could be directed to
Source: OCPP
analysis of Legislative
Revenue Officehomeownership.
data.
these efficient
programs
for advancing

Nine states with income taxes do not offer a home mortgage interest deduction. In
2007, seven of these nine had homeownership rates higher than the national rate.
Oregon did not.
The home
mortgage interest
deduction does
little to increase
homeownership
rates.

Seven of the nine income tax states that do not offer a home
mortgage interest deduction had homeownership rates higher
than the national rate in 2007. Oregon did not.

Homeownership rate, 2007

Statistically significantly
higher than the national rate?

West Virginia
Michigan
Indiana
Pennsylvania
Ohio
Connecticut
Illinois
New Jersey
United States

77.6%
76.4%
73.8%
72.9%
71.4%
70.3%
69.4%
68.3%
68.1%

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
--

Oregon
Massachusetts

65.7%
64.3%

No
No

* The 2007 homeownership rates for Oregon and Massachusetts were statistically significantly lower than the U.S. rate.
The rate for New Jersey was no different in statistical terms from the national rate.
Source: OCPP analysis of U.S. Census Bureau data.

This poorly targeted tax subsidy is also very expensive. The cost to Oregon is
projected to total about $905 million in the 2009-11 biennium, up from $885
10
million inThe
2007-09.
lowest-income taxpayers are least likely to benefit from Oregon’s
subtraction for federal income taxes paid
An improved mortgage interest tax break would encourage homeownership, not
the purchase of large and expensive homes. It would offer a moderate incentive to 99%
92%
more Oregonians without subsidizing the purchase of luxury and vacation homes. It
79%
would use at least part of the revenue generated from making the tax expenditure
less expensive to ensure affordable housing for more Oregonians through renters’
60%
assistance and down payment assistance programs.
There are various ways to improve the current subsidy, each with the goal of better
targeting those 24%
who truly need help with home purchases. For example, Oregon
could reduce the mortgage interest deduction limit to well under $1 million of debt.
Capping debt subject to the tax break at the cost of a modest home would target
the relief. Poorest 20%
Second 20%
Middle 20%
Fourth 20%
Richest 20%
A more comprehensive
option
would
bedata.
to turn the current tax deduction into a
Source: OCPP analysis of Oregon
Dept.
of Revenue
refundable tax credit available to all homeowners, only to first-time homeowners or
to persons with income below an income cap. That would end the current practice
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of offering tax assistance only to homeowners who itemize. Combining this credit
with down payment assistance for first-time home buyers, paid for with the savings
from the policy change, would make it particularly effective at improving the
homeownership rate relative to the current deduction.11
Depending on the structure of reform, Oregon could raise significant revenue for
higher-priority home purchase expenditures while still offering more assistance to
first-time homebuyers.

P

Oregon should reform its home mortgage interest deduction to better
target it at those who need it most.

Add a new top bracket for the top eight-tenths of 1 percent
One straightforward way to make Oregon’s tax system less regressive is to raise the
income tax rate paid by very high-income Oregonians. One way of doing so would
be to establish a new, upper-income tax bracket, such as an 11 percent tax bracket
on income over a half-million dollars for joint filers, or $250,000 for single filers.
Doing so would raise roughly $480 million a biennium from the approximately
14,400 households who comprise the top eight-tenths of 1 percent (0.8 percent) of
Oregon taxpayers.12 In other words, the new tax bracket would apply to fewer than
one out of every 100 Oregon taxpayers, with nearly 1.8 million households seeing
better services and no tax increase. 13
There is some historical precedent for Oregon to tax some income at levels above
the current 9 percent top bracket. For 31 years, from 1955 to 1986, the top
bracket ranged from 9.5 percent to 11.6 percent. 14 The income at which these top
brackets kicked in varied widely over these years. In 2007 dollars, the beginning of
the top bracket ranged from $118,060 in 1957 to $18,918 in 1986.15
A new top bracket would not cause undue hardship for Oregon’s wealthiest
households. Taxpayers with incomes high enough to pay the new tax collectively
took in $22.4 billion in income in 2005 and 2006 combined. Over those two years,
the households in this group averaged annual incomes of $1.2 million.16 Since
the estimated revenue from the new tax is $480 million a biennium, these very
high-income Oregon households could have paid the tax in 2005 and 2006 and
still pocketed $21.9 billion, averaging about $1.17 million each, annually. While
the average is skewed by the exorbitant incomes at the very top, as a group those
paying the new top tax bracket would still have plenty to spend, while the state
would be able to better help ordinary Oregonians get ahead.

P

Oregon should add a new top income tax bracket for households with
very high incomes.

Eliminate the costly and unfair federal income tax subtraction
One of the most expensive tax subsidies on Oregon’s books is the subtraction
for federal income taxes paid. In the upcoming budget cycle, the subtraction is
projected to cost about $750 million.17
Like only six other states, Oregon allows taxpayers to subtract their federal income
tax payments from the income that is subject to tax in Oregon. The subtraction is
capped, and the cap increases each year with inflation; in tax year 2008, Oregon
taxpayers could subtract up to $5,600 in federal income taxes paid.18
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Statistically significantly
higher than the national rate?

West Virginia
77.6%
Yes
Michigan
76.4%
Yes
Indiana income tax subtraction
73.8% is based on the false notion
Yes
The federal
that it is unfair
Pennsylvania to be taxed on72.9%
Yes federal income taxes.
for Oregonians
income that was used to pay
71.4%
There Ohio
is nothing unfair about the
federal government andYes
the state government
Connecticutas the basis for determining
70.3%
using income
how much one Yes
should pay in taxes. What
Illinois
69.4%
Yeswhether it is in accord
matters,
ultimately, is the overall
tax rate that one pays and
New Jersey
68.3%
No
with one’s
ability to pay.
United States
68.1%
-Oregon
65.7% tax system is that it asks
No the most of the poor.
The real
injustice in Oregon’s overall
Massachusetts
64.3%
No
And the
federal subtraction just
makes that worse.
* The 2007 homeownership rates for Oregon and Massachusetts were statistically significantly lower than the U.S. rate.

The The
subtraction
does
little
forin those
Oregon
who need help the most.
rate for New Jersey
was no
different
statistical terms
from thehouseholds
national rate.
Source: OCPP analysis of U.S. Census Bureau data.
Among
the poorest fifth of Oregon households, less than one in four benefit from
the federal income tax subtraction. That’s because these households typically do not
pay federal income taxes (but they do pay federal payroll and other taxes).
Among the poorest
fifth of Oregon
households, less
than one in four
benefit from the
federal income
tax subtraction.

The lowest-income taxpayers are least likely to benefit from Oregon’s
subtraction for federal income taxes paid
92%

99%

79%
60%

24%

Poorest 20%

Second 20%

Middle 20%

Fourth 20%

Richest 20%

Source: OCPP analysis of Oregon Dept. of Revenue data.

At the same time, the federal subtraction hands a tax break to Oregon’s wealthiest
households. In 2006, Oregon households with adjusted gross incomes over
$500,000 avoided state income taxes on over $40 million in income thanks to the
federal subtraction.19
Corporations are paying less than half of the income taxes they
Oregon
do better
the subtraction
for federal
income taxes
paidwould
30 years
ago, asbya eliminating
share of Oregon
gross domestic
product
and restructuring its income tax system to be fairer for low- and middle-income
Oregonians. If combined with an effective income tax restructuring, such a change
0.6%
would
boost most middle- and low-income taxpayers. It would also generate
revenue that could be used to invest in Oregon’s future.
0.5%

Oregon should eliminate the federal subtraction as part of a
P 0.4%

restructuring of its income tax system to add fairness and garner
revenues for critical priorities.

0.3%

0.2%
Reverse
the corporate and business tax shifts
0.1%
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2011-13

2005-07

1999-01

1993-95

1987-89

1981-83

1975-77

1969-71

As inequality has risen over the last generation, Oregon has shifted a larger share
of the
responsibility for taxes away from corporations and onto individual taxpayers
0.0%
and small businesses. This shift has further underminded the capacity of typical
Oregon families to get ahead.

Source: OCPP analysis of data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the Legislative Revenue Office and the
Office of Economic Analysis, through Sept. 2008 Oregon Economic & Revenue Forecast.

The lowest-income taxpayers are least likely to benefit from Oregon’s
subtraction for federal income taxes paid
Rolling Up Our Sleeves: Building an Oregon That
99%Works for Working Families
92%

79%

A shift has occurred in both income and property taxes
60%

Corporations are paying less than half of the income taxes they paid 30 years ago,
as a share of the economy. Specifically, in an average biennium during the 1970s,
24% state income taxes totaling 0.46 percent of Oregon’s gross
corporations paid
domestic product (GDP). In the upcoming 2009-11 biennium, corporations are
projected to pay just 0.22 percent of state GDP.20
Poorest
20%individual
Second
20% incomeMiddle
20% and small
Fourthbusinesses
20%
The shift has
forced
Oregon
taxpayers
toRichest 20%
pick up the slack. In the 1973-75 budget cycle, individuals paid 81.5 percent of
Source: OCPP analysis of Oregon Dept. of Revenue data.
all Oregon income taxes. Corporations paid the rest. By contrast, in the upcoming
2009-11 budget cycle, individuals will cover 94.6 percent of all income taxes.21
While corporations once used to pay more than one of every six Oregon income
tax dollars (18.5 percent), in the next budget cycle they will pay less than one in
eighteen (5.4 percent). 22

Corporations are paying less than half of the income taxes they
paid 30 years ago, as a share of Oregon gross domestic product

In an average
biennium during the
1970s, corporations
paid state income
taxes totaling 0.46
percent of Oregon
GDP. In 2009-11,
corporations are
projected to pay
just 0.22 percent of
state GDP.

0.6%
0.5%
0.4%
0.3%
0.2%
0.1%

2011-13

2005-07

1999-01

1993-95

1987-89

1981-83

1975-77

1969-71

0.0%

Source: OCPP analysis of data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the Legislative Revenue Office and the
Office of Economic Analysis, through Sept. 2008 Oregon Economic & Revenue Forecast.

What does the tax shift mean in dollar terms? Individuals and small businesses will
pay $1.9 billion more in the 2009-11 biennium than they would have if their share
of the income tax pie were still at 1973-75 levels.23 That’s about $1,000 for each
Then
and now:
Share 24of Instead
Oregonofincome
taxes
by corporations
individual
taxpayer
in Oregon.
being paid
bypaid
corporations,
like it used to
be, that $1,000 will come out of the pockets of Oregon families and small businesses.
1973-75
2009-11
(projected) Oregon’s
It’s not just the income tax that has shifted toward individual Oregonians.
property tax system has shifted away from business interests, too, placing even
Corporations
Corporations
more strain on Oregon families.
5.4%

18.5%

Before the early 1990s, businesses and homeowners in Oregon each paid about
half of Oregon’s property taxes. That changed when a population surge in the
early 1990s pushed up home values sharply. Since commercial property values
lagged behind home values during this period, the share of property taxes paid by
businesses sagged to around 40 percent. Because of Measure 5 — a 1990 ballot
measure that sharply reduced property tax rates — rates fell for both homeowners
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1981-83

0.0%

and businesses in the first part of the 1990s. While businesses saw their rates
Source: OCPP analysis of data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the Legislative Revenue Office and the
decline
sharply, Measure 5 did not cause the business share of property taxes to fall
Office of Economic Analysis, through Sept. 2008 Oregon Economic & Revenue Forecast.
during this period. Measure 5 just happened to occur before a period when home
values grew quickly relative to business property values, causing homeowners to pay
a larger share of all property taxes.
What does the tax
shift mean in dollar
terms? Individuals
and small
businesses will pay
$1.9 billion more in
2009-11 than they
would have if their
share of the income
tax pie were still
at 1973-75 levels.
That’s about $1,000
for each individual
taxpayer in Oregon.

Individuals and
small businesses
94.6%

Individuals and
small businesses
81.5%

Then and now: Share of Oregon income taxes paid by corporations
Source: OCPP analysis of Oregon Economic & Revenue Forecast,
September 2008.

Source: OCPP analysis of Legislative Revenue Office data.

1973-75

2009-11
(projected)

Corporations
5.4%

Corporations
18.5%

Individuals and
small businesses
94.6%

Individuals and
small businesses
81.5%
Source: OCPP analysis of Legislative Revenue Office data.

Source: OCPP analysis of Oregon Economic & Revenue Forecast,
September 2008.

At that point, voters unfortunately locked in businesses’ low share of property
taxes. Measure 50, passed in 1997, changed Oregon’s property tax system from one
based on real market values to one based on assessed values. The measure also cut
maximum assessed values based on 1995-96 real market values levels and imposed
a 3 percent growth cap on assessed values. In essence, Measure 50 froze Oregon’s
property tax system at a time when businesses happened to be paying a significantly
smaller share of Oregon’s property taxes. Individual homeowners have been left
holding the bag ever since.
Before the early
1990s, businesses
paid about half of
Oregon’s property
taxes. Today, they
pay less than
40 percent.

The share of Oregon property taxes paid by businesses fell in the
early 1990s and then was held low by Measure 50 after 1997
55%
50%
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Source: OCPP analysis of Oregon Dept. of Revenue data.
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The share of Oregon property taxes paid by businesses fell in the
early 1990s and then was held low by Measure 50 after 1997
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Revenue has held steady, but who pays has shifted
Over the last 25 years, Oregon’s revenue system has been remarkThe share
of Oregon
property
taxes
paid
businesses
fell inAsthe
ably
consistent
in terms
of how
much
it by
asks
of taxpayers.
a share
early
and then
was of
held
by Measure
50 after 1997
of
the1990s
combined
income
alllow
Oregonians,
own-source
state and
local government general revenue in Oregon has hovered around 15
percent every year since at least 1980. The high point of the last three
55%
decades was reached in 1992, when revenue equaled 16.3 percent of
income.
The share has not fallen below 14 percent over that period.25
50%
45%
In
2006, the most recent year of data available, Oregon state and
local
government revenue totaled 15.3 percent of income. That’s the
40%
same percentage as the average annual share since 1980. In other
words,
government demands on Oregon taxpayers have not changed
35%
much.
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30%

Oregonians are not paying more as a share of income than they used
to, but who pays has shifted. For example, as detailed in this chapter,
income taxes have shifted away from corporations to individual OrSource: OCPP analysis
of Oregon
of Revenue data. and property taxes have shifted away
egonians
and
smallDept.
businesses,
from businesses to homeowners. Oregon should keep this in mind
when raising revenue to invest for the future.
Oregon state and local government general revenue as a share of income
has hovered around 15 percent since 1980
25%
Taxes

20%

Charges

Misc. revenue

15%

Over the last 25
years, Oregon’s
revenue system has
been remarkably
consistent in terms
of how much it asks
of taxpayers.
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0

Note: Income is personal income plus capital gains. Census Bureau did not release data for 2001 and 2003.
Source: OCPP analysis of data from Tax Policy Center, U.S. Census Bureau, Bureau of Economic Analysis and Oregon Office
of Economic Analysis.

Reform the corporate income tax system to bring in appropriate
revenues
The first step in restoring a fairer balance between corporations and
In 2006-07, Oregon lost $754 million because it failed to collect
individuals in Oregon is to reform the corporate income tax system to bring in
its share of the federal corporate income tax base
appropriate revenues.
Meaningful reform means more than a modest increase in Oregon’s
$10 minimum
Total
2006-07
2007 operating
corporate income tax, which two out of 2006
three corporations
in Oregon
Totalincrease
federal corporate
$372,033
$364,084 Originally
$736,117
pay. An
in theincome
$10taxes
minimum tax
is long overdue.
set at $25 in
Implied federal base
Oregon's share of GDP

Oregon’s share of federal base
Potential Oregon corporate income taxes
Actual Oregon corporate income taxes

$1,062,951
1.2%

$1,040,240
1.2%

$2,103,191
1.2%

$12,232
$807
$438

$11,977
$790
$406

$24,209
$1,598
$844
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45% lowered to $10 in 1931. In today’s dollars, the $25 1929 tax would
1929, it was
need to be
$320 just to keep up with inflation. But a modest increase in the $10
40%
minimum would likely leave corporations still paying far less in income taxes as
a share of
the economy than they used to. For example, Governor Kulongoski’s
35%
proposed increase to the corporate minimum for the 2007-09 budget period would
30%
have raised
about $85 million, still leaving corporations paying half of what they
paid 30 years ago, as a share of the economy.26

If a modest increase in the minimum corporate income tax is not enough, then
what is?Source: OCPP analysis of Oregon Dept. of Revenue data.
One way of answering that question is to consider how well Oregon taxes corporate
profits compared to the federal government. Corporations pay taxes on their profits
to both Oregon and the federal government. Therefore, comparing Oregon’s ability
Oregon
state
local
governmentperformance
general revenue
of income
to tax profits
with
the and
federal
government’s
servesasasa ashare
barometer
of
hovered
around 15 percent since 1980
how wellhas
Oregon
is doing.
Oregon represents 1.2 percent of the total national economy, as measured by gross
25%
domestic product.27 Hence, it is reasonable to assume that the tax base for Oregon’s
corporate
profits tax is about 1.2 percent of the national corporate
tax base.
Taxes Charges
Misc. revenue
20%
Since the15%
national corporate profits tax base was about $2.1 trillion in 2006 and
2007 combined,
Oregon’s share was about $24 billion.28
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If corporations
had paid Oregon income taxes on $24 billion in profits in 2006 and
2007, they would have paid $754 million more than they actually did over those
two years.
Note: Income is personal income plus capital gains. Census Bureau did not release data for 2001 and 2003.

That $754
million
barofseems
The
federal
comparison
a conservative
Source:
OCPP analysis
data fromreasonable.
Tax Policy Center, U.S.
Census
Bureau, Bureau
of Economic is
Analysis
and Oregon Office
of Economic Analysis.
approach
because it ignores the fact that corporations avoid federal taxes on a
significant amount of profits. A recent U.S. Government Accountability Office
report found that about two out of three corporations pay no federal income taxes,
demonstrating that the federal tax effort is not a high standard.29 Still, federal
payments as a share of the economy sets a bar, even if the bar is not as high as it
ought to be.

Comparing Oregon’s
ability to tax profits
with the federal
government’s
performance serves
as a barometer of
how well Oregon
is doing.

In 2006-07, Oregon lost $754 million because it failed to collect
its share of the federal corporate income tax base

Total federal corporate income taxes
Implied federal base
Oregon's share of GDP
Oregon’s share of federal base
Potential Oregon corporate income taxes
Actual Oregon corporate income taxes
Difference

Total
2006-07

2006
$372,033

2007
$364,084

$736,117

$1,062,951
1.2%

$1,040,240
1.2%

$2,103,191
1.2%

$12,232
$807
$438
$369

$11,977
$790
$406
$385

$24,209
$1,598
$844
$754

Note: All figures in millions.
Source: OCPP analysis of U.S. Census Bureau and U.S. Dept. of the Treasury data, following
methodology devised by Martin A. Sullivan, “State Corporate Tax Leakage: $14.5 Billion in
2006,” State Tax Notes, November 27, 2007.
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If the recession hits the state budget like the one in 2001 did, Oregon’s reserve
funds will prove inadequate
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Having set the bar, Oregon would need to implement a mechanism to lift us up to
it. One possible mechanism could be to follow New Hampshire’s lead and require
corporations to pay either a corporate income tax or an alternative tax based
primarily on the size of company payrolls in the state.30 If Oregon were to adopt
an alternative tax similar to New Hampshire’s, OCPP estimates preliminarily that it
would raise over $700 million a biennium.
Oregon could also look to New Jersey for a model. In 2002, New Jersey enacted an
alternative minimum corporate tax for large corporations. Large corporations had
to pay the alternative tax if it exceeded the corporation’s regular income tax liability.
Those required to pay the alternative could choose whether to calculate it based
on gross receipts at one rate or gross profits (gross receipts minus costs of goods
sold) at a different tax rate. The alternative tax was designed to be temporary for
in-state corporations and was discontinued as designed in 2006. It remains in place
for out-of-state corporations with a significant business presence in New Jersey who
are not required to pay the state corporate income tax because of a federal law that
unfairly restricts state taxation of out-of-state companies.31

P

Oregon should reform its corporate income tax system to raise roughly
$750 million a biennium in additional revenues, rather than settling for
just a modest increase in the $10 minimum tax.

Require public reporting to change the climate for reform
Improving how Oregon taxes corporations requires better information. If the public
knew how much (or how little) certain large corporations pay in state income taxes
and local property taxes, for example, Oregon could honor the corporations that
pay their fair share and hold accountable the corporations that don’t.
Many Oregonians may know that two-thirds of corporations operating in
Oregon pay just $10 in income taxes, but they don’t know the names of these
companies. Which corporations pay less than the typical individual taxpayer in
Oregon? Are some corporations paying more than similar companies with similar
amounts of profit?
To answer these questions and better manage its corporate income tax system,
Oregon could require large corporations to file a report with the Oregon Secretary
of State specifying tax-related information that would be available for public review.
The law could be written to cover only large corporations, not small businesses.
Initiative Petition 102, which was circulated for the 2006 general election, could
serve as a model.32
Requiring public reporting of such information would help restore public confidence
in Oregon’s corporate tax system. It would also improve decision making about
tax loopholes and tax incentives, helping Oregonians understand which tax breaks
work and which do not. Most importantly, the information would help create a
climate for corporate tax reform and help Oregonians construct a better corporate
tax system.

P

Oregon should require large corporations to report tax-related
information to the public.
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Ensure that economic development spending pays off
How much does Oregon spend on economic development? Do economic
development subsidies generate investment that would not occur otherwise?
How much does each job created cost? Do subsidies result in jobs with good
wages and benefits?
Oregonians do not know the answers to these questions because the state neither
reports total spending on economic development nor discloses which businesses get
economic development subsidies and what the state gets in return. That needs to
change.
Shine the light on economic development spending
Economic development encompasses a broad range of programs scattered across
multiple state agencies. It includes funding for Agriculture Department trade
missions, the Employment Department’s workforce training activities and the Oregon
Innovation Council’s efforts to develop public-private partnerships to commercialize
university research, for example. Most economic development spending, however,
occurs through tax breaks, which operate without the scrutiny that schools, the
Oregon Health Plan and other budget expenditures receive.
Economic development programs offered as tax breaks reduce revenue while
operating largely out of sight. While on-budget programs come before the governor
and legislature every two years through the budget appropriations process, tax
programs in Oregon receive a significantly less rigorous level of review.33 And all the
on-budget and tax spending on economic development is not pulled together in
one place.
A unified development budget (UDB) report can clarify economic development
spending. A UDB would report total state spending on economic development
efforts, whether tax expenditure programs or budget allocations for programs run
by state agencies.34 It would reveal Oregon’s economic development spending
priorities and help Oregonians assess whether spending is effectively stimulating
growth that offers broad-based benefits.

P

Oregon should produce a unified development budget report as part of
the biennial budget development process.

Hold companies accountable for subsidy deals
A subset of economic development programs offers tax breaks, grants, loans or
other benefits to individual companies to encourage business investment and job
creation.35 Businesses that accept these subsidies should be held accountable for
producing the jobs or investments promised in return for the subsidy.
A key step toward such accountability is public disclosure of the details of economic
development subsidies. Disclosure should include the name of the subsidy recipient
and amount received, job creation figures and wage and benefit data and
information about whether the subsidy caused job loss at another site in the state.
Such information should be available to taxpayers and policymakers through an
online database and in an annual report that compiles figures on the total costs and
outcomes of all business development subsidies. Twenty-four other states already
require online disclosure of company-specific economic development subsidy deals.36
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Save enough to weather economic downturns

Note: Income is personal income plus capital gains. Census Bureau did not release data for 2001 and 2003.
Source: OCPP analysis of data from Tax Policy Center, U.S. Census Bureau, Bureau of Economic Analysis and Oregon Office
of Economic Analysis.

Thanks to legislative foresight, Oregon has some reserve funds available to help
weather the current recession. Time will tell whether the funds will be enough to
weather the current storm. Still, Oregon needs to strengthen its reserve system so
that it can adequately protect Oregonians from the devastation wrought by severe
economic downturns.
In spite of its existing reserve system, Oregon does a poor job of stockpiling savings
during good economic times to help ease the pain of bad times. The main culprits
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remainder of the 2007-09 biennium. Yet, if the current recession ends up as
deep as the last one, Oregon will need much more revenue than will be available in
reserves. To cover a budget shortfall in 2009-11 like the one that emerged during
the 2001 recession, Oregon would need over $3 billion.38
If the recession hits the state budget like the one in 2001 did, Oregon’s reserve
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If the current recession mirrors the 2001-03 period, Oregon will face difficult
choices. Will legislators turn to voters to raise more revenue? Or will the legislature
shortchange our public systems — by clipping school days or further gutting the
Oregon Health Plan, for example?
Oregon can better prepare for downturns by saving unanticipated revenues in its
reserves during good economic times, for use during the bad times. That means
transforming the personal and corporate income tax kickers into permanent sources
of funding for our reserves.
Oregon’s Task Force on Comprehensive Revenue Restructuring has issued a
sensible draft recommendation on how to strengthen the Rainy Day Fund by
saving more unanticipated revenue.39 The task force recognized the inherent
difficulty in projecting revenue two years out. Accordingly, it recommended that
state economists continue projecting personal and corporate income tax revenues
for an upcoming biennium but also estimate a range above and below which
the projection is statistically likely to fall. Any unanticipated revenues between
the projection and the top end of the range would go into the Rainy Day Fund,
until the fund reached its cap. Unanticipated revenues above the top of the range
would continue to be returned to personal or corporate income taxpayers as kicker
refunds.40
In addition, the task force recommended that the maximum size of the Rainy Day
Fund be increased so that Oregon’s reserves will better protect state services during
future recessions.

P

Oregon should accept the Task Force on Comprehensive Revenue
Restructuring’s draft recommendations for increasing the size of and
adjusting the funding mechanism for the Oregon Rainy Day Fund, so
that the state is better prepared for future recessions.41

Conclusion
A successful reform of our tax system would accomplish three things. It would
make the overall system progressive, raising revenue based on taxpayers’ ability to
pay. It would require corporations to once again pay their fair share of taxes. And it
would ensure that the state saves enough during good economic times to weather
economic downturns.
Undertaking these improvements in our tax system, in conjunction with the other
strategies outlined in this report, would help ensure that when Oregon’s economy
grows in the future all Oregonians will prosper. Oregon will be stronger if we all
move forward together.
It’s time to roll up our sleeves and build a better Oregon.
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